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INTRODUCTION

Forests have probably provided the physical environment for
outdoor recreation from the first leisurely use of the outdoors. In
the sense in which we shall consider this type of environment, we
may define a forest as
and other woody vegetation

. . a biological community dominated by trees
(75, P* 1)-

Such a definition does

not negate the traditional use of the term, which usually includes open
areas of land and water within the conceptual unit of the forest.

Forests as a Recreation Resource

Forests, as natural or artificially created entities, are
sources of raw materials and other benefits to man, and as such are
resources.

Traditionally they have been a source of timber, food,

pannage, and latterly, increasingly important suppliers of water and
a recreation environment.
As with other sources, such as the oceans and grassland of the
world, the various attributes of the forest are resources so long as
they are of value to man.

As did the spermwhale diminish in value as

a source of oil with the discovery of petroleum, so have oak bark and
acorns decreased or disappeared as supplies for the tanning or swineraising industries.
resources.

Consequently they can no longer be considered

Timber, due to the rapid growth of other building materials

no longer plays such a dominant part as it once did in our attitudes
of forestry.
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Each product or attribute of forests is closely interrelated,
both with the ecological aspects as well as the economic and social
conditions of society and a change in ar^r of these conditions will
alter the equilibrium.

In an open economy and a democratic state, such

changes will cause the equilibrium to find its new level through the
economic and governmental processes.

The capacity for satisfaction is

a product of both the resource and what is asked of it, within very wide
limits.

(Such limits would be extreme levels in population, availability

of capital and environmental factors.)
We may thus consider the forest and its relation to society as
an "open" system.

In an open system of resources, the intensity of

use of the resource, the money capital invested and the labor imputs
may be considered to be largely interchangable. In the "closed
system," the quantity of resource available would be limited, ir
respective of money or labor imputs.

In the sphere of the recreational

use of land, the concern for unique natural areas has often been applied
to the field of recreation to the extent that severe limitations of
recreational opportunities have been forecast.

Were recreation confined

to unique natural areas, there would be reason for concern.

However,

as we shall see in the body of this work, the majority of recreation
activities practiced in the United States and Great Britain^ are in
areas already greatly modified by man, or could occur in artificially
created environments.

Practical landscape architecture provides in-

Great Britain, (or Britain) as used in this thesis refers to
England, Wales and Scotland. Northern Ireland (which forms part of
the United Kingdom with Great Britain) has been excluded.

j
numerable examples of landscapes, parks, and even ski slopes created
out of mediocre or waste land.

Provided capital is available, almost

any reasonable demand for recreation can be met in both quality and
quantity, and such provision is increasingly facilitated by an ad
vancing technology.

The Place of Recreation in Society

Many fields are related to that of recreation,and they tend
to cloud its value as a phenomenon in society.

A treatise or more

might be written on the spiritual and mental values attributable.
Because these values affect the public's reaction to recreation plans,
they cannot be totally ignored by the resource manager.

The monetary

value to a region or even a whole economy can be determined approxi
mately, but such a value is of limited meaning due to its unclear re
lation to the imponderables mentioned above.

Estimation of monetary

values of recreation projects by cost-benefit relations, business
created, consumers' surplus and other means might enable "rational"
decisions to be made in the allocation of public funds (28).

But, as

with education, art and good health, the absolute worth of recreation
is unknowable although undeniable.

Recreation in Forest Areas
in the United States and Great Britain

Generally speaking, the various governmental resource manage
ment authorities in the United States are committed to an expanding
program of provision for public outdoor recreation.

This is perhaps

a natural result of the availability of vast areas of public land
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within the government's control, and acknowledgement of its responsi
bilities in this field probably date from the granting of Yosemite
Valley to the State of California in l864.

This area, set aside for

public use, resort, and recreation, inalienable for all time, was
perhaps the foundation stone of the National Park Service.

This service

is a distinctive contribution of the United States to world culture
which has since been adopted in many other countries, but which has
probably nowhere been so well developed or as well managed as in the
United States (4l).
Similarly, the vast areas of national forests have provided
immense opportunities for outdoor recreation, and the United States
Forest Service has for a long time recognized and catered for such
activities.
MDst states have developed state park systems, and provide a
great measure of recreational facilities over the whole nation.
Not all these recreation units fall within the category of
forest as defined above, but in considering systems of recreation
management and techniques applicable to British forest areas, it is
natural that we should look to the state parks, national parks and
national forests of the United States. The applicability of these
techniques depends on the relative values of the social, cultural and
economic factors which make up the man-resource equilibrium.
In Britain the use of public forests for recreation has been
largely eclipsed by the need to produce a strategic reserve of timber.
Recent changes in defense policy, prices of lumber and land patterns,
together with upsurging demands for outdoor recreation of all types have
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led to the reconsideration of the interrelations of recreation and
timber production.

While the United States is investigating second

generation problems such as over-use of recreation facilities, Britain
finds itself without fundamental information regarding its demand or
supplies (73, P* 35j

59, P* 11)-

Research and planning are both

essential responsibilities of a resource authority if a satisfactory
equilibrium is to be achieved, to the extent that the resource has been
removed from the vagaries of an open economy and is subject to central,
control.

The Role of Recreation Developments

The present thesis concerns itself with the developments for
recreation in public forest areas.

Taken in its most narrow sense,

"development" would limit us to the actual on-site modifications which
convert an area into a recreation resource.

Were we to limit ourselves

to these physical manifestations we should produce a manual of site
structures - a task carried out far better elsewhere.
In its broader sense, developments will also include organi
zational and management practices, and other adjustments to the social,
cultural and economic forces acting within a society.

It is these

broader implications that will be used in our consideration of recre
ational practices throughout this work, although attention will be
given to the on-site details.

Objectives of this Study

This study works from the hypothesis that the highly sophisti
cated methods for providing recreation opportunities developed in the
United States are applicable to Great Britain.
The work involved a study of the literature related to recre
ation of the U. S. Forest Service, the National Park Service, the
Oregon State Highway Commission Division of Parks and Recreation, and
the California Department of Parks and Recreation.

In the summer of

1965 a tour was made of recreation areas in the Western states.

Al

though population pressures and land patterns in the Eastern states
probably approximate more closely to those in Britain, we should re
alize that the recreation facilities provided in most of the areas con
sidered are subject to very heavy use throughout the summer.

In many

cases their planned capacity is far exceeded.
Many of Britain's recreation problems have already been experi
enced in the United States.

With modifications that take account of

Britain's social, economic and cultural conditions, the developments
for recreation now practiced in the United States could be used to meet
Britain's needs.
In writing this thesis, the preferred American spelling has
been used.

P A R T

THE

ONE

U N I T E D

S T A T E S

CHAPTER ONE

THE ROLE OF RECREATION DEVELOPMENTS ON FOREST LANDS
IN THE UNITED STATES

In this chapter we shall discuss the place of developments in
the American recreation scene.

As determined above, the actual on-site

improvements in a recreation area are the physical manifestations of
the policy and management of the organization responsible for the area.
In a democracy such as the United States, the policies and work of a
government authority reflect very closely the views and the needs of
the people of that democracy.
Before we consider the role of on-site developments, we must
therefore investigate the background social and economic factors which
have contributed to the use of the area for recreation.

Public Use of Recreation Lands

The number of people making use of public lands for recreation
has increased very greatly since the last world war for all govern
mental agencies.

This is particularly true of both the national parks

and national forests, federal lands administered by the National I^rk
Service and the Forest Service respectively.

Reference to Figure 1

will show that in the period 19^5-196^ visits to all units of the Park
Service have increased from 12 to 103 million.
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Over the same period

Figure 1.

Total Number of Visits to National Parks and National
Forests, 19^^ - 19641

I ’lO

120

'

100

■

Forest
Service

National
VISITS

Park
Service

(mil]ions)

20

^Sources: U.S.P.I. N.P.S. "Public Use of the National Parks; a
Statistical Report.” Washington, D. C. Yearly Report.
Clawson, M . "Statistics on Outdoor Recreation." Renources
for the Future, Washington, D. C . 1958.
U.S.D.A. F.S. "Recreation Visits to the National Forests,
1924-1964." Undated mimeo sheet.
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attendance at areas within the national forests has increased even
more rapidly, from l8 to 134 million.

These areas are largely forested,

and are subject to similar planning methods throughout each system.
Other federal and non-federal public areas have shown similarly spec
tacular increases in use, and reference to these two systems is
representative of recreational trends throughout the continental area
of the United States (Fig. 1).

Activities Pursued

If we break down the data for visits to the national forests,
we see that after "general enjoyment," picnicking is the most common
primary purpose of recreational visits (see Table l).

The greatest

percentage increase over this period, however, is for camping, which
has increased almost ten times, closely followed by other general
activities.

Study of these relative increases is necessary to the

adequate provision of recreation facilities, and to estimation of
future trends.

Pattern of Visits

Visits to most outdoor recreation areas are not equally dis
tributed throughout the year.

In most of the northern states few

people camp, picnic, or swim in the winter months, and we find that
visits to forest areas in general peak during the mid-summer period.
Figure 2 shows such a distribution for the national parks.
Visits in July are over six times as numerous as in January, and for
any one area, such as Glacier National Park, the variation would be
even greater.

lU

Table 1.

Forest Service. Total Visits According to
Primary Recreational Purpose*
millions

General Enjoyment
Picnicking
Fishing
Hunting
Camping
Winter Sports
Swimming
Hiking and Riding
Other
Total

*

Source:

Percentage
Increase
1946-1964

1946

1956

1964

5 .6 6
3.84
2 .9 2
1 .3 0
1 .0 5
1 .3 5
0.60
0 .5 2
1.01

14 .19
12 .82
9 .5 0
4 .44
3 .52
2 .67
1 .61
1 .35
2 .46

4 9 .1 5
20.66
1 9 .3 6
1 0 .8 2
10.42
7.77
3 .7 5
3.26
9 .3 7

625#
627#
928#

18.24

52 ■56

1 3 3 .7 6

732#

868#
538#

663#
832#
992#

575#

Forest Service Annual Statistical Reports

Estimates of Future Use

In planning areas for recreation, it is usually essential to
have a fairly good forecast of the expected use within the planning
period.

As we have seen, over the past 20 years, most recreation

activities have increased upward of five percent each year.

Reference

to past trends shows that the increase is variable, and unpredictable
to a large degree of accuracy, even over short periods.
period the degree of accuracy of forecast declines.

Over the long

In 1962, the

1

Report to the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission made

^The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission was
established in 1958 under Public Law 85-470.
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20

18
16
Ik

12
10

J•

P»

Figure 2.Visits to

A»

M*

«J»

J* A«

S»

0»

N»

D<

National % r k Sjystem by Mbnths 1964^

^Source: U.S.P.I.N.P.S. "Public Useof the National Parksj
StatisticalReport. Washington, D. C.
1964.

a

surveys to determine the then current recreation activities. The ORRRC
staff made projections for the years 1976 euid 2000, ajid worked from the
assumption " . . . that unfulfilled demand for an outdoor recreation ac
tivity is reflected in preferences for the activity, even though the
person may not participate .... " (107, p. 4).

Their estimates for the
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year 2000 were about three times the I9 SO level for most activities
(see Fig. 3)*

However, using the current rates of annual increase

(about 10 percent), we would arrive at a figure around forty-five
times the I960 level.

The difference between three and forty-five

times shows our degree of uncertainty (43, p. 9)-

Similarly, pro

jections by the Forest Service made in 1955 for the year 1958 were 24 per
cent below the actual use figures in 1958.

This error illustrates

well the difficulties of forecasting.

Causes of Increased Recreational Use

The causes of the increased use of outdoor recreation facili
ties since the last world war are complex, and a detailed discussion
of these is outside the scope of this work.

Those factors generally

considered the most relevant are population growth, increase in the
real per capita incomes, increased leisure, and increased travel
facilities (2 8 ).

All these are seen to continue to increase and

were considered in the forecasts mentioned above (104).

Characteristics of Visitors and Trends in Recreation

The characteristics of such a heterogeneous group of people
that use forest lands for a large variety of recreation activities are
naturally very varied and fall within a wide range either side of the
theoretical "average user."

However, it is possible to discern general

trends exhibited by the majority, and recognition of these commonly
exhibited characteristics is useful to recreation management.
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Driving for Pleasure

.^wvsx a
Swimming
^?v\xs.
Walking for Pleasure

:'V '

Playing Outdoor
Games or Sports

XXx!

Sightseeing

Picnicking
S 3
All Act! vities (millions)
Fishing

1930
Bicycling
r7~7]

1973

4,377
6,92t

2000 12,44$

Attending Outdoor
Sports Events
Boating other than
Sailing or Canoeing

Source; Data for 930 from
National Recreatioi Survey
(ORRRC Study Repor ) 19).
Projecti Dns for 19 6 and
2000 estimated by (DRRRC
staff.

Nature Walks
3
Hunting

Camping
Horseback
Riding
Water

Skiing

Hiking
Attending Outdoor
Concerts, Drama
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

millions
Figure 3-

Number of Occasions of Participation in Outdoor Summer Recreation
I960, 1976 and 2000
estimates
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Length of Stay
Over the period 1945-1964, the average length of stay at any
one national forest area has declined from two days to just over one
day.

This is typical of most recreation areas, and reflects a dif

ferent type of use.
Mobility
The increased mobility of the American population is marked,
and reflects the better roads and vehicles, as well as the greatly
increased car-ownership of post-war years.

The increased mobility

is also causative of decreased lengths of stay, and is probably aided
)
by better equipment. A count of visitors to Grand Canyon National
Park showed that between the years 1953-1963 the total number of
people entering the Park doubled, but the number of people arriving
by train decreased to one-seventh of the 1953 figure (102).

These

figures are probably typical of travel methods to most national
parks.
Equipment
Apart from primitive "back country" users, such as those on
foot and on horseback, the equipment used by recreationists has
become increasingly sophisticated.

Probably most noticeable is the

massive increase in the number of travel-trailers, pick-up campers,
and other mobile camping shelters that have steadily replaced the
tent.3

These high-investment items allow the recreationist a greater

degree of mobility and independence from facilities such as fireplaces

%ee Appendix 1 for glossary of terms.
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and toilets, but pose very significant problems in site layout which
will be discussed in Chapter Two.

Personal Characteristics
With better health, easier travel, and greatly improved equip
ment, camping is no longer the prerogative of the young and hardy.

Older

campers are more frequent, and the most common group found camping is
the family group, including even very young children.

The existence of

large numbers of these classes of user make special demands on areas,
and include such needs as laundry facilities, and children's play areas
(87, p. 29).
Personal characteristics also affect activities.

The ORRRC

studies found close correlations between personal incomes, education,
age, sex, color, etc. of the individual and the recreation activities
he participated in.

For example, adult hunters are more likely to be

rural "blue collar" workers, whereas wilderness users are more likely
to be "white collar" and urban (l5)-

The Concept of Recreational Capacity

Recreational carrying capacity has been defined as ". . . the
level of recreational use an area can withstand while providing a
sustained quality of recreation...." (llO, p. 3)-

If we can consider

that the quality of recreation sites is limited largely by capital,
then the lower limit of the "sustained quality of recreation" is a
factor of what is an acceptable cost to the consumer.

In this case,

the cost to the recreationist may include fewer visits, regulation of

JLO

his movements and conduct within the area, the presence of alien
structures (such as hardtop roads and barriers), and the opportunity
cost foregone, such as loss of timber production.
Quality of Experience
Efforts to evaluate the quality of experience in recreational
activities suffer the shortcomings of any attempt to place an ob
jective rating on a largely subjective concept.

To the extent that

certain ideas of taste and beauty are fairly closely associated with
a society, a physical environment can be given a "beauty rating."
Attempting to discover users' opinions and values is fraught with
difficulties.

Questioning people whilst they are engaged on the

recreation activity is liable to biases such as weather conditions and
the mood of the individual (72, 70).

On the other hand, postal surveys

result in quite different answers (113)-

Although they are an invalu

able guide to recreation resource management, there are no generally
accepted standard techniques for such surveys and consequently com
parison of results between different surveys and different types of
surveys are of somewhat limited value.
The views of pressure groups such as the Sierra Club and the
Save-the-Redwoods-League are of value if it is recognized that their
opinions are partisan, and not representative of society as a whole.
It is unlikely that Sierra Club's preference for wilderness-type use
reflects the views or even the needs of a very large proportion of
American people, but their value lies chiefly in the balance they
give to other opposing groups, such as the timber industry.
In the United States, the political process is greatly in-
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fluenced "by pressiare-group politics.

A group, such as the Redwoods

League, can pressure law-makers into making laws which favor their
group, often to the detriment of local timber interests, and viceversa.

The fault of the system is that the most vociferous niinority

often gets greatest representation.
Practical Implications of Capacity Concepts
\fe have seen that the use of forest and other areas has in
creased greatly in recent years.

This use has led to great pressures

being put on recreation areas available to the public, and resource
authorities have naturally expressed concern.

Rire weight of numbers

has given many areas a "tattered" look due to declining plant vigor
and also to insufficient capital imputs and design ingenuity.
words of the Forest Service:

In the

"How can national forest recreation

opportunities be made available to more people while still preserving
most of the original attractiveness?" (90, p. 31)-

Even in wilderness

areas, there are some parts showing bad wear from concentrated use,
and problems include garbage disposal, overgrazing and trampling by
horses, and human use.
With present technology, it is possible to simulate almost
any level of quality.

The recreational capacity is limited by the

cost people are prepared to pay for a given level of quality.

It was

found that for three California forests the recreational capacity could
be increased at least ten times without exceeding current design
standards, and that the capital needed to make recreational opportu
nities fully available far exceeded the value of the timber foregone
(3).

Thus, in absolute terms, a shortage of capital rather than land

is faced in the United States, especially when one considers that the
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vast majority of users pursue mass recreation activities, such as
camping and picnicking, for which facilities are easily fabricated,
and lie within the field of landscape design.

Preservation of the

limited number of unique scenic areas, many of which receive large
numbers of visitors, will depend increasingly on control of recreation
activities permitted.

It is in the provision of recreation opportu

nities and the protection of habitat values that the place of develop
ment lies.
The carrying capacity for recreation is thus not determined
totally by an ecological limitation.

The concept involves also

financial and aesthetic considerations.

The Place of Developments

As stated in the section above, on-site developments have
two main functions,

firstly, they may be used to protect the site

so that it can withstand a greater use than it otherwise would.
secondly, they may increase or facilitate user enjoyment.

And

Let us con

sider briefly these two functions.
a

) Site Protection
Developments to give site protection go closely with site and

regional planning.

(These topics will be discussed later.)

In order

to allow recreational activities a large degree of freedom and a
minimum of administrative regulations, many recreation authorities
recognize that " . . .

control of the public most often can be achieved

by proper layout of sites and facilities, signing, etc...." (8l).
Methods for tactful control of the public include the strategic plan-
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ning of shrutS; log barriers, paths, and roads laid oat with the users’
needs in mind, and of course, sign-posting.
"Site-hardening," or the treatment of an area so that some of
its component parts can withstand heavier use can be accomplished by
an increasing number of techniques.

In addition to the use of gravel

and concrete, other less ugly methods are possible.

Some recent re

search has been conducted into the watering of areas, fertilizing,
use of drought and wear-resistant shrubs and grasses, and the manage
ment of the tree canopy (82, p. 7)•

Mich work needs to be done in

this field, and present knowledge suggests the need to develop the
vegetation of an area some years before its actual use by the public
(9 0 , p. 8).
The role of other improvements, such as toilets, garbage cans
and fireplaces is obvious, and will be discussed in the next chapter.
B) Increase of User Enjoyment.
The quality of experience in a recreational activity was dis
cussed previously.

Quality, we found, was largely subjective, but

much could be done by soliciting the views of the users themselves.
Within the variation in the viewpoints it is possible to find norms,
and in the provision of facilities for the convenience of the user, the
planner is often guided by the knowledge (or hope’
.) that certain prac
tices are more universally acceptable than others.

Consequently, there

is a tendency towards standardization in the planning of recreation
areas.

Provision of specially designed sites for different types of

recreation is a desirable method of meeting the variation in the
users' tastes (19).

Unless the whole gamut of recreational experiences
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is freely available to each user, it is inevitable that a distinct
proportion of users will find some site developments undesirable.

This

is particularly true for people who frequent certain favorite areas,
and return one time to find the area altered,

(in two different studies

in Oregon, the percentages of campers who had camped at the same area
previously were both about 13 percent) (15, 62).
On the whole, as we have seen, the present day user is used to,
and probably demands, more complex and sophisticated developments for
his convenience and enjoyment than he did previously.

The Need for Planning and Research

Prom the data given earlier in this chapter, there is little need
to further justify the importance and necessity of research into the
needs and supply aspects of outdoor recreation.

If a planner is to make

rational decisions he must have the maximum possible information about
and understanding of the units with which he is working.

Long Range Planning

In the United States the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review
Commission had a threefold purpose;

"To determine the outdoor recreation wants and needs
of the American people now and what they will be in
the years 1976 and 2000.
To determine the recreation resources of the Nation
available to satisfy those needs now and in the years
1976 and 2000.
To determine what policies and programs should be
recommended to ensure that the needs of the present
and future are adequately and efficiently met" (104, p. 2).

1
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The report emphasized the need for carefully planned and co
ordinated efforts by all levels of government, and recommended a special
agency for the job of coordination.

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

(B.O.R.) was set up and legalized under Public Law 88-29 in May, 1963.
The functions of the Bureau include preparation of a Nationwide Outdoor
Recreation Plan; the provision of technical assistance to the states and
other governmental units; encouragement of interstate and regional co
operation; research and education; and the promotion of coordination
among federal agencies (94, p. 7).

Funds are available to aid states in

their own state-wide plans, together with technical assistances
The work of the B.O.R. also includes a regular five-yearly survey,
comparable in scope and magnitude to the ORRRC Report.

Future demand

will be estimated for the years 1980, 2000, and 2020 at the national
level.
In the Forest Service a nation-wide survey was initiated in 1959
entitled "The National Forest Recreation Survey."

In it, all areas of

the National Forest system are evaluated to determine their recreation
potential in terms of both quality and quantity.

As in the B.O.R. studies,

projections are made for 1976 and 2000 (87, p. 58).

Flexibility in Planning

The inadequacies of estimating future needs have been pointed out
earlier in this chapter.

Naturally, long-range planning is efficient in

effort, and is especially important if land shortages and rising land
prices indicate early land classification.

But we have seen how relatively

inaccurate forecasts of future trends can be, and that tastes are virtually
unpredictable.

Consequently, a degree of flexibility must be built into
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plans, especially those with long-range implications.

ÜÎiIb points to a

process of continuous planning with a flexible combination of labor,
capital and land. In an expanding, open econonqr. Such flexibility will
be expensive, but as a corollary to quality. It is the price of more
closely meeting the needs of society (^3, pp. 13-17)-

Land Clas elfIcatlon and Zoning

The zoning of land Is basically a product of land shortage. It
Is largely the result of the realization that eerte.ln uses of the land
resources are Incompatible, and that unless land Is set aside for speci
fic uses, the land or the various activities, or both, will suffer.
In the United States the first action by Congress to set aside
land specifically for recreation was In l864 when It granted the Yosanlte
Valley to the State of California. Since that time many national parks

I

have been set aside In the realization that their preservation as scenic
wonders and uncontrolled Use were Incompatible.
Closely associated with the zoning of lemd are the concepts of
classification and land management units.

Classification Is usually In

terns of a particular end-use which In this case Is the assessment of
the land resource for recreation.

Such a process Is commonly associated

with a survey, and may facilitate the planner’s zoning the land Into
management units.
Let us examine some of the classifications

that have been aiqplled

to recreation lands In the United States.
The ORIŒC Classification
This syst«n of classification was proposed In the report "Out-
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door Recreation for America" (104, pp. 97-120) in 1962, and has become
widely adopted.

It now forms the basis of the Bureau of Outdoor

Recreation's classification system, and also those of the Forest Service
euid the National Bark Service.
There are six broad classes, which range from high-density use
areas to wilderness.

Most administrative units would probably include

more than one class, and although the system is based largely on physical
features, economic and social considerations also affect the class to
which any area is designated.
The classification is given in Table 2, together with basic
management guides, and indications of the use each area Is suited to.

tfana^esment Units

Much could be written here about the various classes of manage
ment unit that have evolved in the field of recreation.

Brief mention

will be made of those classes directly related to forest lands, since
reference will be made to them throughout this work.
National BaJ&s:
National parks need not necessarily be in forested areas.

(For

example, the Grand Canyon National Park in Arizona is only partly
forested.

The major part is the rocky canyon.)

However, they all

have in common as the reason for their existence some outstanding natural
feature, which, it is thought, should be preserved in perpetuity.

Such

areas would be classed as unique natural areas, or Class IV, and are
of national importance.

The value of national parts has been discussed

at length elsewhere (97), and this includes opportunity for relaxation

Table 2.

fO

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Claselflcation Sjystem^

C^BS I
Density
Rècreatim,..,....
Areas,.
e.g. Jones
Beachf N.Y*

Attractive natural
setting desirable.
but man-made setting
acceptable. No size
criteria

Intensive day or
veekend type,
e.g. swimming.
picnicking.

High degree
of development.
Often heavy in
vestment. Eaci11ties include
roads, play
fields, eating
facilities.

Class
Genera* Out
door Recrea
tion Areas,
e.g. Golden
Gate B&rk,
Ban 3%ançisc0.

May be naturally at
tractive, an# should
be adaptable to a wide
range of opportunities
Size - varied

Intensive day, week
end and vacation
types, e.g. camping.
picnicking, swimning.
nature walks

Generally less in
tensive than Class I.
Facilities as I and
others may range
from simple to elaborate

Class III
Ifatural En
vironment
Areas,
e.g. many
national
forest areas.

Varied and interesting
land, lakes, streams.
forests in a natural
setting.

Traditional recreation
Experiences in outdoors
’’as it is" often in
conjunction with other
resource uses.

Access trails, roads.
camp and picnic sites.
Minimum sanitary faci
lities. Other uses
modified to preserve,
natural setting
1

After BOR form to be attached to forms BOR 8-73 and BOR 8-75

Table 2 - continued

ro

vn

ClasB IV
Outstanding
Naturel Areas,
Grand Canyon
National Park

Outstanding Natural
features, of scenic,
scientific interest.
etc.

Sightseeing and
other recreation ac
tivities
lype of
use limited by need
of preservation.

Limited to preservation,
access and safety faci
lities - should be kept
away from immediate
vicinity.

Class V
Primitive
Areas,
Bob Marshall
Wilderness

Extensive, wild.
natural areas. Large
enough for a "wilder
ness experience." No
roads.

Camping without
mechanized transport.

No roads, or other
permanent recreation
facilities. No com
me rlcal exploitation.

Class VI
Historic and
C^tural Sites.
Civil War
Battlefields.

Sites associated with
history, tradition of
enough significance
for preservation.

Sightseeing, study.

Preservation or
restoration of
features. Access
limited. Developments
minimum, away from
features.
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exercise, caaqplng, etc.
in Chapter Two.

How these other needs are met vill be discussed

Generally these are channelled into Class H

or III areas

away from the unique parks.
State Bark Systems:
The term "State Park" is a generic name for a large variety of
areas of different uses, types, and significances.

Usually, they are

spaoious areas and include scenic, scientific, archeological or scaae
other recreational value.

Frequently they are of state-wide signi-

ficance, and administered by each state.

Preservation of natural features

is important, but use, especially for so-called "Recreatlcm Areas," is
paramount.
Not all state parks have a forest environment, and may range from
alp to hot desert, from sea-shore to forest and cai^on.

Mary classifi

cations have been proposed, and a typical one is that of California, in
which the state parks* system is divided into five classes:
parks;
4)

2)

scenic and scientific reserves;

state recreation areas;

5)

3)

1)

state

historical units;

state beaches (17).

The equivalent

ORRRC classes would probably be III, IV, VI, II and III respectively.
Parkways and Scenic Roads:
The concept of parkways is not new.

The ELue Ridge Parkway, some

469 miles in length, connects the Shenandoah and Great Smoky Mountains
National Parks, and was started in 1933.

Ry 1964 there were nine park

ways completed or in construction, with a total mileage of over 1,100

I

r

miles (98).
A national parkway has been defined as:
". . . a federally owned, elongated park featuring a
roetd designed for pleasure travel, and Woraclng scenic,
recreational or historic features of national significance.

Access from adj'irxing properties is limited and com
mercial traffic is not permitted. A national parkway
has sufficient merit and character to make it a national
attraction and not merely a means of travel from one
region to another. National parkways are authorized
by special act of Congress for administratim pursuant
to the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535) as amended
and supplemented ...." (98).
In a country where driving for pleasure is one cf the most popu
lar recreational pastimes (see Fig. 3) provisisn cf scenic roads is an
asset to society.
National Forests;
The National Forests System includes s '-me 156 national forests,
19 "National Grasslands," and variou-^ ..ther pr.:.pertiec, with a total
area of 186.3 million acres.

These are dietriluted mainly in the Wesu,

and owe. their existence as units to the F rest Besei-ve Acts of I 89I,

1897, and 1905 (87, p. 2).
The forests are very diverse, and their management includes
recreation, water, forage, and wildlife values, as well as the pro
duction of timber, under the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act of June
12, i 960 .

Within the forests we find acres set aside for different

types of recreation.

These include water areas, general recreation

areas, winter sports areas, and wilderness areas.

The actual manner

in which each of these is developed will le discussed in the next
chapter.
Wilderness Areas :
The establislmient of wilderness in the national forests is
probably something uniquely American.
molested large areas
man to North America.

Their :lject is to preserve un

f land as they were prior t

the advent of white

Very few such areas remain, and the strict
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population of the United States, within easy, safe traveling distance
and within the means of all.

At worst, the land could be covered with

ill-conceived, stereotyped camq) and picnic units with little merit other than
that they meet the "expected needs.”
We observe that the public land administrations are committed
to an expanding program of recreation on the lands under their juris
diction.

Let us now consider the methods employed by some of these

authorities.

I

CHAPTER TWO

ACTUAL DEVELOPMENTS FOR RECREATION ON FOREST LAND
IN THE UNITED S'TA^TES

This chapter covers the provisions made for various recreational
activities occurring on forest land.

Emphasis will be placed on areas

with which the author is familiar, namely the western and northwestern
states of the U. S.

The approaches of the National Park Service, the

Forest Service and the State Parks administrations of California and
Oregon will be used to illustrate how the resource and the public may
be managed to fulfill the needs of both public and resource.

Since each

development is a reflection of the authority's policy, this policy will
not be spelled out unless it is of particular interest.
The recreational activities on forest land are many and various.
For this reason, the activities and the areas devoted to them will be
considered separately in the following order:
l) Campgrounds and Picnic Areas
2 ) Trailer Villages
3) Other Areas
i
ii
iii
iv
V

Water Areas
Winter Sports Areas
Wilderness Areas
Parkways and Trails
Recreation Residences.

Items under sections 2) and 3) will be covered somewhat sum
marily, since, although related to forest lands in the broad sense, they
are not dependent on a forest environment.
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1).

Campgrounds emd Picnic Areas

The most striking feature of the camping euid picnicking facili
ties provided on the forest areas visited is their almost universal
similarity of appearance.

Irrespective of the authority responsible,

the land status> be it national |«rk, national forest, or state park,
both picnic areas and campgrounds are almost indistinguishable frcm
each other.

Also, apart from small details of design, such as sign*-

boards, the similarities of treatment between administerjng authorities
usually outnumber the ^fferejcwses*
!Ihe reasons for these phenetoena are manifold.

Brobably most

important is that the policy on d e si^ and amnagement originates at
the administration's headquarters ;

for the National Bark Service snd

Forest Service at Washington, for the state parks, at the states'
capitol s. Secondly, and larobably of ^eater significanee > ^Mich authority 's
lands are subject to similar pressirres.
I//

A very mobile public recreates

with little imowledge of, or even interest in whose responsibility is
the resource. As the public bêcoitôs Increasingly reliant on msmufaçtured
aids to its recreation, such as pick-up campers, ice>-boxes, barbecue
grills and flush toilets, so do the damands of recreation areas become
more sophisticated and increasingly standardized.

Ihlrdly, as demands

become more standaxdized, site requirements became more unifom.

93ius,

t
planning is limited by both site and users, and its results reflect an
inevilhble sameness.

And fourthly, planning criteria and practices are

exchanged by park and recreation planners throu^ such media as pro*
fessional magazines.
We have seen above (OJable 1) how greatly both picnicking and
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continue to be closely associated (101).

Recreation Opportunities Provided

The recreational opportunities of forest lands are many and
various.

As ve have seen, developments can enhance such enjoyment, and

it is natural that for differing activities their concomitant develoj)ments will also differ.
made.

Several classifications of campsites have been

In Region Six of the Forest Service (l^cific Northwest) five

experience levels of camping have been distinguished, and five levels
of development have been suggested (see Appendix 2).

Trie following

classification covers most t;/-pes of campsite found in the areas under
consideration.
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)

Recreation campsites, with a forest atmosphere, but with
many modern conveniences.
a)

Individual family campgrounds (may include facilities
for trailers.)

b)

Group, or mifLti-family campgrounds.

c)

Organization campgrounds (for groups such as
Boy-Scouts, Canpfire Girls, etc.)

Overnight campsites - to meet the needs of the transient
tourist - with varying levels of development - many state
parks, N.P.S. and U.S.F.S. campsites.
Primitive campgrounds, with few conveniences.
Specialized trailer parks - overnight or destination.
(See Section 2).

Naturally, such a classification is arbitrary, and many camp
sites would overlap, or fall into more than one category.

Also, due

to the general shortage of facilities in many areas, campsites are used
irrespective of the purpose of their original design.

However, such a

break-down facilitates the understanding of the various recreation op-

portunities provided., and come of these will now ce discnoeod.

Recreation Campsites and Overnight Campsites
In the past, camping in forest areas was H r â t e d hy transport
difficulties.

Poor roads and slow cars., greater reliance on public

transport and perhaps a lesser desire to travel widely than there is at
present caused people to stay at one campsite longer than they now do.
In 1916 when Jfether envisioned people coming t: the national parks, he
thought they should spend the whole summer there (53 ) • How this has
changed in Forest Service areas even since the last World War will be
seen by comparing the ratio of man-days to number of visits.

The aver

age stay has declined from 2-5 days to a. little over .1 day, a decline
reflected in almost all recreation areas.
The change to a highly mobile camping public has been reflected
in campground design.

Ea.sy access on surfaced roads is essential to

people with camping-trailers, or station-wagons packed full of equip
ment.

The provision of laundry facilities, hot showers, and piped

water become near necessities to campers who spend eight or more hours
each day traveling.
Thus, we find that the family recreation camipsite and the over
night campsite are rapidly conforming to a mean.

At few recreation

areas is there any distinction made, and whether people stay cne ni^it
or six is purely a personal decision.
The level of development can determine the type c;f recreation at
a site.

Some park services, such as that in California, distinguish

three levels of development.

IJype A, the moot elaborate , has flush

toilets, piped drinking water, hot shower.&, laundzy facelities, and in
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dividual canç) units equipped with a table-bench combination, stove, and
food storage cupboard.

Road access is on surfaced roads.

At the other

extreme iÿpe C has only chemical or pit toilets, a central water supply,
and demarcated, but undeveloped camping eureas.
road.

Access is by simple dirt

îÿpe B is intermediary.
In recent year s, the rapid Increase in the number of travel-

trailers and pick-up coaches has placed heavy demands for highly de
veloped campsites * Because maiy of these "recreation vehicles" are
higdily sopaÙListlcatedy having flush toilets, showers, and requiring main
^ectricity it is nOw common for eam^rounds to distin^iish between
"tent sites" and "trailer sites*" in addition ,
usually have "utility hookups *"

these facilities will

These consist of a water main , a 125

volt electric outlet, smd a flexible sewage pipe, threaded to seal
direct to the trailer drain (see Photo 1).

The i^ovision of these

utilities adds about $1,000 to the cost of each site (see Appendix 5)
and to recoup this extra cost the fees for use of these units is
generally greater than the tent areas.

Unfortuimtely, for any one

season^ w e ^ or night, the prc^ortion of tent-campers to trailer or pick
up caiBperS is unpredictable.

Consequently, these facilities are either

too plentiful or in short supply.

In either case the needs of the campers

are not being met. One solution is to develop all units to the trailer
standard.

T M s is costly in capital, and unless the tent campers are

charged for facilities they do not need, liable to be expensive to oper
ate.

The oldier alternative is practiced by the National Park Service

and the Forest Service.

They develop most units as tent sites, and pro

vide central sanitary stations for disposal of waste liquids.

If a need

is felt for elaborate trailer facilities, "trailer parks" are constructed
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by concessionaires (see Section 2).

Group (Milti-family ) Campgrounds
Group cazgpgrounds are generally recreation campgrounds planned
to acccmnnodate groups of families.

Usually a common car park is pro

vided, with additional cooking facilities, tables, and a water-supply
actually on the site.

Group campgrounds are most common on the national

forest and in maay state parks.

Organization Campgrounds
Ihe use of special campgrounds by organizations such as the Boy
f*

Scouts is seen as a legitimate use of fbrest Service land.

The type of

campground differs from the multi-family campground in that greater
^aphasis is placed oh the provision of recreational and service
facilities.
At present (1965) some 570 organization campsites with a capacity
of almost 75,000 are situated on the national forests, mainly in the
Western states (87, pp. 38-39)I"

All these sites are l ^ s e d for a nomi-

nal fee, and constructed and run by private capital. Ihe Forest Service
stipulates planning requirements and assists in the selection of sites.
No area is leased that is needed for general public use, or where
suitable private land is available.

îhcllities required may include

cabin dormitories, wash-houses and showers, amphitheaters and chapels,
flagpoles, playgrounds, central cooking huts, etc., according to the
type of group the site is intended to serve (83, 86).
The Forest Service sees the role of organization camps as an
effective use of very small areas of the national forests, which can
draw on adjacent forest land for many recreation opportunities.
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Rioto 1 .

"Hook-ups" for trailer
- water, electricity and
sewage. Note that waste
water extension from
trailer is not standard.
Cape Lookout State Park,
Oregon.

Rioto 2 . Wheelbarrow for gear-canying at a "Walk-in" campsite,
a w ^ frcm the dust and sound of cars. Trails surfaced
with bitumized asphalt.
Oswald West State Bark, Oregon.
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Hie approaches of the National Paxk Service and seme of the
state parks authorities is more along the lines of the multi-family
group sites outlined above (lOl).

Primitive Campgrounds
Hunting, hiking and riding are traditional uses of forest areas,
especially in the western states.

Until recently hunting camps and

overnight stops at the trail side have been undeveloped.

Hunters and

hikers alike built their fires in the open, pitched tents, built meat
stores, emd cut wood as they needed them.

In areas with heavy use, such

uncontrolled treatment led to deterlozation.

With the needs of these

users in mind, the Forest Service has developed sites both to protect
the area and to convenience the users.

Facilities provided would in

clude pit toilets, fireplaces, hitching rails or corrals, and a water
supply.

However, even such "primitive” sites escalate to having refine

ments such as tables, bulletin boards, getrbage cans, etc. (7 8 , 8 7 ,
pp. 46-48).
Hie National % r k Service sees "back-country" use by hiking as
one of the ideal ways of appreciating national parks. Situated along
the often elaborate ^ s tem of foot trails are sii^e campsites, with
facilities limited to a pit toilet and fireplace.
a stream, or lake.

Water may be out of

It is the belief in the "aristocracy of sweat” that

prevents such areas from feing made accessible by road.

(Hie develop

ments in wilderness w ü l be further discussed in Section 3 *)
Some ”Walk-In” cao^grounds have been established in seme state
parks.

Hie aim again is to encourage people out of their cars and to

experience the serenity of calling away frcm the dust and noise of

4o
motorized transport.

A good example is the Oswald West State Park in

Oregon, where campsites near the seashore are accessible by way of
surfaced trails.

Camping equipment can be carried on the wheelbarrows

provided at the roadside carpark, a X/k mile walk from the campsites.
This type of facility is a good attempt to bring a wildlands experience
within the rmige of a normal family unequipped for rigorous hiking,
and as such should be experimented with

o%ier recreation authori

ties (see Hioto 2).

Specialized Trailer Barks
This type of development will be discussed under Section 2.

Some Planning Considerations

In the planning of campgrounds and picnic areas (and other re
creation areas), very similar approaches are found in each of the re
creation authorities under consideration.

The reasons for this have

been outlined above, and so a generalized picture will be representa
tive of the contemporaiy planning ideas.

Zoning
The concept of zoning, discussed in Chapter One, is axial to
the layout of campgroui^s and picnic areas in Ü. S. forest areas.
Roadside zones, trail zones, a M waterfront areas are protected and
preserved for public use and enjoyment wherever possible (8l, 8j).
This protection is facilitated by the acceptance of (and quite likely,
demand for) camping units which are placed no closer than 100 feet to
such features.

kl

?■

Photo 3. ïtypical Campground Layout.
Note individual camping units separated by planted shrubs
and parking areas are metalled spurs. Communal facilities
off-right, in center of loop.
Humbug Mountain State Park, Oregon.

r
.
Photo 4.

)ical Trailer Unit.
Note good natural screening between units, parking spur with
graded chips, and movable table.
Jesse Honeyman State ?sxk, Oregon.

k2
Camping Units
the creation of camping units, the public is automatically
directed into canping at certain locations.

% e spacing amd location

of the units allows control of the pressure the land receives, and pro
vides a particular type of environment for the caa^er (see Hiotos 3 and 4)
Picnic Units
Picnic units may also he provided, and have the same objectives
as camping units.

However, due to the greater density often desired

at picnic areas, centralized parking, and the provision of tables and
stores over a somewhat communal area, the concept of a "unit" is less
Important.
Facilities at Units
The higher the level of development at each unit, the costlier
is the construction and maintenance.

The provision is thus a compromise

between the convenience of the camper and cost of development.

Ty care

ful planning it is possible to provide ccmmunal facilities such as
toilets, water taps, etc. within ea.e^ distance of each unit
graph on "Standards” below.)

(see para

The facilities provided at each unit and

communally for some authorities are given below.
Unit Layout
The arrangement of facilities wi#iln each camp or picnic unit
varies somewhat between authorities and fSpom one area to another, but as
pointed out earlier, there is a tendency towards monotony of appearance.
The layout Of a iypieal camping unit is given in Photo 4.
The most common variation in campsite layout is the type of
parking place.

In the past the "parking spur" at an angle (about 45^)

to the road has been preferred to the "parking loop" parallel to the
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OLD F A IT M m
CAMPGROUND

I
f-' -JK' '.-, -,

‘

■V)-//-

Hiota p ■ Registration Board.
Note loop layout. Also, the signe of heavy wear
(poor ground vegetation.)
Old Faithful Campsite., Yellowstone National Park.

Hioto 6 . Electric Cooking Unit and Sink.
A useful facility at picnic areas. Note the sturdy wooden
tables placed around the area, limiting formal use pressure
Ona State Park, Oregon.

tih

read.

This was "because less land was used and consequently less paving

was necessary, and because the spur was more easily located in areas on
uneven topography.

The change in preference to the loop type has been

the result of the large increase in the number of camping trailers.
Most recreationists find a drive-through parking space much easier to
use than attempting to back into a parking spur.
The arrangement of tent area, fireplace and table will depend
largely on the configuration of the site.

Generally the table and

fireplace are located between the parking space and tent area.

This

facilitates easy access between the "kitchen" and the "larder" (usually
the rear end

f the family vehicle), and allows a greater degree of

pj’ivacy for the tent by placing it well back from the road.

TEible 3

Facilities Provided at Camp and Picnic Units. Four Authorities*
N.P.S.

Facilities at each
Unit
Table-bench
Fireplac e , barbe cue
Tent or trailer area
Individual car park
Utility hook-ups
Site number marker
Free firewood
Food cupboard
Communal Facilities
Toilets
Kandbasins
laundry facilities
Drinking water
Sanitary station
Showers

Forest
California
Oregon
Service
State Parks
State Parks
Camp Picnic Camp Picnic Campsite 'lype Picnic Camp idcn:
A
B c Si t e
Site Site
Site Site
Site Sit e
+

+

+
+
-

+

4

+

-

f-

f

4-

4
4
4

4

4

4

4
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item present.
item absent.
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Principles of Camp sjid Picnic Ground Layout

Several planning principles are ccsmnon to each of the recreation
authorities under consideration.

IHiese principles are usually laid caxt

in the service plauming manuals, which are used hy tbe landscape archi
tects designing the recreation areas (l?, 84, 101).

A few of these

principles will be listed.

A.

Site Protection
l).

Buffer strips are established to preserve natural features

and to avoid their overuse.
2 ). ’ Vehicular access is limited to road and parking zones.
This access is controlled by the strategic placing of barriers, such as
posts, kerblng and rocks.
3).

Vegetation cover, as part of the natural scene, is pro

4).

The use an area receives is limited by controlling the

tected.

number of units, or by limiting available j«rking space.

This capacity

should be in relation to the season-long carrying capacity per acre.
Quality of experience should also be taken into consideration.
5)«
of the area.

The carrying capacity is increased by planned ’’hardening”
This is effected by paving surfaces in the area of heavily

used inçrovements - for example, gravel around toilets or drinking
fountains.
6).

II

Existing vegetation may be supplemented by planting, to

Improve the amenities and to protect the site.
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B.

Facility Orientation
1).

Approach roads are usually short and inconspicuous, and a

single entrance - exit road is generally preferred.
2).

Interior roads are laid out to provide a safe and effective

flow of traffic and people.

Three types of road systems are usually

considered:
a)

Loop roads, with a single entrance and exit.

These are

most common on hroad sites, and a one-way flow of traffic is possible.
Most commonly a campsite consists of several of these loops, each with
some 1 -3 dozen units.

By sign-posting it is possible t o segregate

t r a i l e r s and tents, and to develop different loops to meet their speci

fic needs. The addition of new loops enables reasonably ea;sy expansion
of areas to increase their capacity
b)

(see Photos 3 and 5)*

Dead-end roads are sometimes necessary on confined sites

such as narrow valley bottoms or ridges.

Such roads must be two lane,

which is a disadvantage due to the speeding they encourage and the
greater dominance a wide road has over other features.
c)

Combination road systems are usually applied, in order to

meet the requirements of the site and to give variety to the area.
Generally the best road is the shortest that will serve the purpose (and
if the purpose is to maintain aesthetic values of the area, it will
seldom be straight, and therefore cannot be the shortest.)
3).

The placing of camp and picnic units on the loop system

facilitates provision of communal facilities within a given maximum
distance of each of them.

The desirable maximum distances, the number

of facilities per head etc. are termed "development standards," and form
an important part of most authorities' planning manuals.

kr
Development Standards

Development standards are determined measures of the quality
of development and can apply to both w ^ t is provided and to the
arrangement of such facilities.

Often these standards are considered

as ideals, or at least the minimum levels to be attained.

Naturally,

as the needs of the public chemge, and ideas in recr^tlon managsanent
evolve, the standards laid out in Idae planning manuals become obsolete,
and so are usually under periodic revision.
Developpient standards lend th«nselvea to tsd>ulation.

Henef.c<m-

parison between authorities is eaty, W t meanin^ess unless other factors
are taken into consideration.

Jtor Ihis and other reasons, application

of such standards should be cautious, and they would better be considered
as guidelines rather than absolute directives.

Too often the appearance

of a campsite betrays planning in the office with little knowledge of
the peculiarities of the site.

Geometrical distribution of units all

identical with one another promotes little sense of the freedom neces
sary for many people in their recreation.
If

And yet so common is this

pattern of planning becoming, that with the nation-wide acceptance of
similar standards and planning criteria, it is often necessary to read
the sign-posts in order to ascertain in which part of which site and in
which state one is I However, if used cautiously, standards are a useful
tool for planning and management.

The standards currently adopted by

the National Park Service, ihe Forest Service and the State Barks of
California and Oregon are tabulated in Appendix 3 •
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Number of Units per Acre

As stated above, the number of

or picnic units per acre can

be a direct means of controlling thé iwessure an area receives.

From

Appendix 3 we see that tbe number of camping umlts varies ftom 2.5 to

7.5 per acre.

SiIb large variation reflects the different policies of

k
the authorities administering the ar^s.

®ie National Park Service aims

at limiting the i]^p@ct of its deir^opments on the national sceims, and
so has a high density of camp and picnic sites#

On the other handy the

Forest Service has a larger acreage Of less scenic land at its disposal,
and can affoi^ to have a much lower density.

Inference to thé taW.e

in Appendix 4 will show the appr^KimatéCdime^^

of sites for different

densities per acie. Usually, the standards givén are in terms of inaaber
of sites per usable acre,

Thus, stream and lake-side zones would be

excluded from the determination of the usable acreage of an area.

On

the other hand, ccmmaxnal facilities such as access roads, toilets, ad
ministrative btiildihgs, are included in this SlWidard, and so the actual
area of each unit is not as large as indicated.
Picnic units are uÊuaLly less spacious than canning unitsy and
the standards vary from 4 to 35 per acre.

Again, the Forest Service

contends that soLltude is an importent ingredient in the picnicking ex
perience, and spaces its imtts out at only 4 per acre.

On the olher

heuid, K m e of the parks authorities have very high densities in pic
nic areas by providing centralised parking and foot swjcess to the units •
Centralized parking enables a higher number of people to be accommodated
by virtue of the decreased area taken up by roads and parking Spars.
In areas subject to very heavy use, site deterioration is a

k 9

serious problem.

Some campsites in the national parks are filled to

capacity for three months in the year, and soil compaction and litter
removal are inevitable.

This is reflected in die-back of the trees ar.d

an almost complete absence of ground vegetation.

Tlie solution to this

problem lies in wider spacing of units, "hardening" of the area, and
greatly increasing the number of sites available to the public (see Photo 5)
The degree of crowding that the public desires is a variable
often overlooked in the past.

It would seem that it varies greatly be

tween individuals, and that many people actually prefer to be camping
within seeing and hearing distance of other campers.

Campsites, it has

been argued, which cater for those with "CampiJirbia"^ tastes should be

run by civil and sanitary engineers, and are quite different from the
naturalist-oriented recreation areas which the National Park Service
sees as desirable (48).

Minimum Desirable Size of Site

Both the building and running costs per unit of camp and picnic
sites are reduced by increasing their size.

On the other hand, large

picnic and campsites probably have less appeal for the user, and so size
should be a compromise of economics and aesthetics.

Tlie minimum size of

campground considered economical varies greatly, from 10 units to 200
units.

It is Forest Service policy to provide a certain proportion of

small sites, and thus maintain a high quality of recreation experience
and over half its sites have fewer than 1 ,0 0 0 visits per year (8j, p. 3 5 )»

^Campsite areas catering for mass outdoor recreation, the
damping equivalent of suburbia.
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Fhoto T.

"ELip-top" cast iron
fireplace.
A comprehensive unit,
allowing several
different cooking
temperatures, as well
as an open fireplace
for warming.
Lake Mead National
Recreation Area.

Rioto 8 . Barbecue-type fire
place.
Owes its popularity
to low fuel con
sumption of wood or
charcoal, and de
creased fire risk.
Folsom Lake Recre
ation Area,
California.

'r**‘ >.!■
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Number and Spacing of Communal Facilities

The number of toilet fixtures, and their spacing are relatively
constant for most authorities.

Naturally, it is undesirable to have

toilet and washroom facilities overcrowded, and their number is generally
in fixed proportion to the number of people they must serve.

Similarly

the distance that people will walk in order to use a toilet is limited,
and most authorities consider this to be in a maximum of 300 feet.
Water supplies are usually essential to camping and picnicking,
and their provision at frequent intervals around the site is a convenience
to the users.

This convenience is usually limited by cost,

to each unit would add about $250 to the cost per unit.)

(its supply

Consequently,

water taps are placed within 1 0 0 -3 0 0 feet of most units.

Principles of Facility Design

The design of the facilities and their layout at camp and picnic
area receive close attention in the planning of most recreation authori
ties.

In the planning manuals of both the Forest Service and the National

Park Service it is specifically stated that facilities must harmonize as
closely as possible with the landscape (8 3 , 101).

In all cases this calls

for the practice of the best principles of engineering, architecture, and
landscape architecture.

These include close attention to functionality

and safety, coupled with simple, inconspicuous and natural design.

Easy

maintenance and low-cost servicing receive especial attention nowadays.
Details of facilities provided are given in Appendix 7*
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Phc tc

Modern Tc:)ilet facilities.

Note simple design and wooden "barriers controlling access.
Paul M. Dimpiick State Recreation Area, California.

'

Hioto 1 0 . Log Barriers at a Parking Spur.
Placed to prevent wheeled vehicles from moving off sur
faced area. Note also the fixed wood and concrete
table, and parking room for two vehicles.
Gallatin National Forest.
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Administration of Camp and Picnic Areas

We saw

in Chapter One that the development offacilities plays

an important role in the protection of
control of the

users.

recreation

Now let us look "briefly at

areas, and in the
howthe administration

of these areas effects these gmls.
length of Stay
Nearly all campsites have limitations on the length of stay
of caBÇ)ers.

These vary frcw seven days in the most frequently U6#E

areas of the national parks and most state parks to 30 days at some
of the lesser-usW areas.

These limits may he subject

lengthening

in the off-season.
Use is on a "first-come-first-served” basis, except for group
camp and picnic units, which can usually be reserved.

Registration is

obligatoiy in most areas, and produces useful statistics for the plan
ners.

In the national parks, those camping at unsi^ervised cas^sites

must obtain fire pezmits on entry to the park.

In this way false fire

alarms may be avoided.
Supervision
Personnel of the recreation authority are usually on duty at
the larger campsites and some of the picnic sites •fco register people,
answer questions, and generally administer the areas. Ihe national
parks' "Rangers” are familiar figures, and provide a seven-day, 16-hour
a day service.

At large can^sites, they are in the ratio of one per 70

units in the peak season.

This figure does not account for inter

pretive personnel.
As numbers of tourists increase and administrative problems

multiply, so do the management tools le-oome iriore refined.

Most super

vised units of a park system are in direct telephone or radio contact
with one another, and ale. ) m.uiy ;.'t the vehi C/.-o ,

Interpretation

Nearly all recreation authorities have developed programs for
interpretation of the wonders of Natui*e to eager recreationists. All
work from the assumption that

. . . a visitor’s trip is meaningful and

enjoyable in almost direct proportion to what he understands aliout the
area he is visiting....” (6 7 ,
o

1 -.SLomipci

p.

86).

.1. j.L .ej.i.' is debab-:! Ir., lut i'or many , holds a

large measure of truth.
The National Park Service was probably the first to employ
interpretation as one of the regular features provided by a recreation
authority.

From the earliest days campfire prrcgrams of talks and songs

have been a tradition.

Nowadays, audio-visual, aids play an increasing;ly

important part, and amphitheaters seating up to 'JOO are built at some
of the more popular areas, with facilities f .,r slide and movie projection,
public address sytems, and special-effects lighting.

At other areas,

less formal campfire circles have programs, or are l/uilt simply to
provide a focal point (1 0 1 ).
In addition to being purely infrumative, interpretation progrems
are seen as a form of park preservation.

If instilling a sense of re

sponsibility it is hoped that visitors, will le lerS likely to scatter
litter or damage important features (l).
The problem of vandalism is nati.m-wide. Generally, it is
found that damage is directly prLvpui'tional. r,o the nearness of large towns.
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In California, beach areas are particularly susceptible (20).

Regular

inspection and the presence of a resident caretaker seem to be the most
commonly adopted and suc(tessf*ul measures.
Jfeny state parks systems are providing interpretive programs.
The Oregon State Park user survey (see lüble 4) showed that the most
frequently requested improvement was an evening program at campsites.

Table 4.

Recreation Activity Preferences in 19 State Parks
in Oregon. 1964^

Day Visitors

Order of Preference

Sightseeing
Picnicking

I
:?

Sviirnaing
Camping

&Sunbathing

Fishing
Hiking
Boating

Campers
Camping

j
4

Sightseeing
Swimming & Sunbathing
Fishing

5
6
7

Hiking
Picnicking
Boating

Mast frequently asked for improvements
Children's Play Areas
Evening Program
Park Information

1
2
3

Evening Program
Children's Play Area
More Trails.

Other interpretive facilities provided by most authorities in
clude museums, nature trails, lectures, infoimative brochures, bulletin
boards, tape recordings, conducted tours, wayside exhibits (including
models of local features) and several others.

Each of these may be

utilized to illustrate and clarify points of interest, and can contribute
largely to the users' enjoyment of an area.
As with all other developments, there is a danger that they

p

Source; Oregon State Highway Commission, Park and Recreation
Division, '*1964 Travel and Use Survey of 19 State Parks in Oregon."
Salem, Oregon. Mimeo, 1965 .
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might become too nuineroufi or out of place, and thus dominate the area.
With this in mind, the various authorities are to be congratulated in
that fine design and siting have always been employed, and although inter
pretation is often at a rathei' 1ow level, a reasonable level of decorum
is prevalent.

Cost of Developments

As we have seen above, there is a tendency for recreation areas
to become more sophisticated in the facilities they provide.

Unsurprisingly,

this trend is reflected by the greater cost vf development and maintenance
jf uhese areas.
An itemized table of costs for various camp and picnic site
facilities is given in Appendix 5-

It will be seen that the price for

buying and installation of items varies largely, and where available,
maximum and minimum figures have been given.

Factors affecting the cost

will include the size of the area, the quality of the items installed and
the accessibility of the area.

These factors have al.read;/’ been discussed.

The cost per camping unit, including roads and communal facilities,
varies from $800 to

$2000.

If individual trailer hook-ups are provided,

this adds about $1000 to the cost of each unit.
Hie cost of running recreation areas accounted in 1964 for almost
50 percent of the total budget for the Oregon State Parks Commission (6 3 ).

Fees as _a Means of Defraying Cost

From the inception of reg"ul.ar management, of the national parks,
fees have been considered a legitimate mt:ans :f dcfrv:^'ing thr rest of
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running the parks.

lather, the first head of the National Park Service,

considered in 1916 that parks should ultimately cover the cost of their
administration and protection, and that Congress should be requested
to appropriate funds only for their improvement.

At that time very

high auto fees and a limited Service administering a few parks made
this feasible (53)«

Since then, a rapidly-expanding tourist trade has

put severe strains on most authorities' abilities to expand the services
provided, with the result that fees can only partly meet the total
budget.
Pbr the whole Oregon State Parks system, the ratio of fees to
expenditures is 1:4 (63)-

For California, where fees are substantially

higher, this ratio is nearer 1:3 (20).
It is most authorities’ policy to charge for services rendered.
Reference to Appendix 6 will show how these charges vary.

The National

park Service charges only for admission to the parks, and for spe
cial services (such as concessionaires' services.)
charges in some areas for camping and picnicking.
and camping are charged on a pro rata basis.

The Forest Service
Group picnicking

In nearly all cases, the

Oregon State ia.rks are cheaper than those in California.

This could

reflect the former state's policy towards encouragement of tourism
within its boundaries, and the lower cost of living.
Season tickets are available for both federal systems.

An

innovation in 1965 was the introduction of the Land and Water Con
servation Fund sticker, whereby the occupants of a vehicle could visit
any federal area after the expenditure of only $7-

Nfc>ney so raised is

to be spent on State recreation projects, and it was hoped to realize
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$35 million.

Sales proved disappointing and "between two and nine million

is expected (55, 77).
Generally, outdoor recreation is seen as a healty pastime, and
worthy of subsidizing by Government.

Other means of raising money in

clude bonds, concessions, and taxes (in and out-of-state).

Discussion

of these is outside the scope of this thesis.

2).

Trailer Villages

As we have seen in Chapter One and Section One of the present
chapter, there has been a tremendous influx of trailers into national
parks and other recreation areas.

Due to their size and specialized

requirements, it has become the policy of the national parks and the
Forest Services to provide the special facilities for trailers at socalled "Trailer Villages."
Due to budgetary limitations both services prefer that the costly
facilities be provided by private capital, and be run by concessionaires.
In design, trailer villages are the least rustic of the recre
ation facilities provided.

For this reason they are usually segregated

from tent campsites, and it is National Park Service policy to site them
well away from any area of outstanding beauty.
The planning criteria for trailer villages are similar to those
for campsites, except that a higher overall density and standard of
development are planned.

Unfortunately, in their desire to limit the

size of trailer villages, and to keep down the road building, planners
often tend to overcrowd these areas, and many are in danger of becoming
slums.
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A typical unit includes a pull-through parking area long enough
to take both trailer and car (about 55 feet);
of gravel;

a patio, hard-surfaced or

utility hook-ups of water, electricity and drainage;

area of grass or other vegetation.

and an

All circ-jilation roads are designed

to accommodate the largest trailers and have large-radius curves and low
grades.
Communal facilities are limited to those needed by owners of
less equipped trailers.
are such items (lOl).

Comfort stations, laundry facilities and showers
Grouping of units, as round a hub, permits the

maximum use of costly facilities.
Fireplaces are not essential, since almost all trailers have ade
quate cooking equipment.

Iheir provision would be more for social

functions, or if for cooking, the barbe cue-grill type woiold be more appro
priate .
Fees for use of lots in trailer villages are generally higher
than those for ordinary campsites, and reflect the greater cost for the
provision of the sophisticated facilities and the need for a private
concessionaire to make a profit.
With the increasing standard of living and greater disposable in
comes for recreation, it seems likely that the number of trailers will
increase.

Unless recreation authorities see fit to dictate otherwise,

we shall see greater numbers of trailer villages at recreation areas,
and a decrease in the subsidy to such facilities.

3)•

Tlie recreabiuii pui'kvil

Other Areas

ttt-suciated w i L h Wctoei' a n d w i n t e r c'ports
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areas have all increased rapidly since the last war (see Chapter One)
&

Likewise, wilderness, parkways and trails play an importemt part in
the recreation scene in the United States.

However, as stated previously,

these areas are not dependent on the forest environment for their recre
ational value in many cases.

But hecause "üieir existence impinges upon

the sphere of forest land management, they will be discussed very
briefly.

i.

Water Areas
Water, we have seen, is a major ajsd central attractiW in many

K

recreation areas.
water.

Western man seems to have a natural affinity for

For "him it has been a source of food, of sport, of fertility,

and of inspiration.

Small wonder is it, then, that we find American

man repairing to water areas at every opportunity, and demanding to
fish, swim, water ski, boat, or simply sit and look.
Under pressure for competing uses of water areas, their manage
ment becomes increasingly difficult and necessary.
to be the case for other recreation areas.

Hiis we have seen

Let us examine how this is

managed by various authorities.
Regulations
Regulations regarding life-jackets and other safety requirements
for boats have been formulated and enforced at the federal level by the
U. S. Coast Guard Service, and apply to all "navigable waters."
addition to these. States and management agencies enforce others.
The National Park Service works from the policy that;
" . . . the waters of the national parks must be used
in such a manner that no single activity or use of water
resources will impair or seriously conflict with other
basic park values" (lOl).

In

ol

i
4
4
-a

Photo II. A State îark Swimming Beach.
Svrimming permitted only while lifeguard is on duty
Log boom delimits area for non-swimmers.
Jesse Honqymn State Park, Oregon.
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Thus, water skiing, aquaplaning, boat races, regattas and other spec
tacular types of water recreation are not allowed in the national parks.
Water skiing is allowed, however, in Recreation Areas administered by
the National Park Service, but only away from water travel routes.
The Forest Service considers that regulations and limitations
should be used sparingly, and that control is best achieved by proper
layout (8 1 ).
Zoning
Zoning in water recreation areas is a management tool of great
Importance, due primarily to the great incompatibility of the various
uses any area receives.

Most commonly, bathing beaches are delimited

by floating buoys, and no craft is allowed within ^00 feet of the area.
Swimming beaches preferably have good accessibility, a sand or gravel
base, sloping underwater about 7^, and a water temperature in the summer
of at least 68°F (20°C.)

Usually life-guards are provided in areas of

heavy pressure (see Photo 11).
Boat Launching
The Forest Service and the National Park Service both provide
boat-launching facilities.

Ramps are provided where pressure is heavy,

the season is long, or the access difficult (8 7 ).

In layout, launching

Eireas have common principles, and include a fairly narrow ramp, or series
of ramps, sloping at about 10$ and situated in sheltered water.

A most

important feature is the need for large car-parks to accommodate both
cars and boat-trailers.
In areas of heavy use, a full-scale marina might be necessaiy.
These are generally expensive, and operated by a concessionaire.
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Fishing
Fishing accounts for one sixth of the primai;/ puj-pcse visits
to national forests (Ibid.j p.

and is a rapidly-gr^vdng pastime.

Seasons, catches, etc., are subject to state lavs, but may be modified,
as in the case of Yellowstone National Park.
Picnicking and Camping
Picnic facilities are usually essential by water areas, and are
often associated with swimming and boating beaches.

Campsites are par

ticularly useful in association with mai'inas.
Use Pressure Standards
As in the planning of other recreation areas, standards for usepressure of water areas have been proposed.

At present, little agree

ment seems to have been reached as to what standards are desirable,
and their applicability will depend on the size, configuration, depth,
water quality, etc., of each lake or river.
In general, only "JOfo of a lake is usable for beating.
less than 50 acres are unsuitable for high-powered boats.

Lakes of

Water skiing

requires about 20 acres per boat, whilst fishing requires about 1 acre
per boat.

A working rule of thumb for mixed boating is 5-10 acres of

water per boat (112).

ii. Winter Sports Areas
We saw in Chapter One that skiing has shown y, high rate of growth
over the past few years.

This great increase has been accommedated

largely on national forest land.

At present there are in the national

forests some 196 areas with 655 f^ki 3.ifts, and a capacity at any one
time of 242,000 (8 7 , p. 38).

Naturally, skiing is limited l:y both topo-
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graphy and climate, although artificial slopes have heen constructed in
non-mountainous areas.

In the Eastern states much smaller slopes axe

used than would he considered suitable in the West, due primarily to
the absence of large mountains.
Stei Areas
Most skiing takes place at developed ski areas.

Developments at

such areas include deared ski runs, usually of different degrees of
dif^culty, chair and other lifts, rope-tows, lodges, car-parks, and other
facilities.

Such facilities are not considered fitting to the status of

the national parks, althou^ erpss-countiy skiing and motor-sledding are
encouraged (103).
In the national forests, ski areas are built and operated by con
cessionaires.

Sites are selected by the Forest Service, and regional as

well as local needs are considered.

With the availability of rapid air

transport, good ski areas can command a clientele from a radius of over
1,000 miles.

Usually the areas are designed by the Service personnel,

who agree with the operators on standards of safety, etc.

Standards

for tramways have been laid out explicitly by the Aaerican Standards
Association, and these are adopted in all ski area plans.
Use Pressure Standards
As in other areas there are some rule- of-thumb guides for the use
a ski area can sustain. An average skier skis between seven €uod ten
thousand vertical feet per day.

For area of ski run, one acre can support

about 20 skiers at any one time.

Usually this limit is not reached, since

the lift capacity is often limiting (112).
Other Winter Sports
It seems that Americans love to mechanize their sports.

Following
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the massive increase in power boats^ the trail scooters, we see in the
last year or two a rapid increase in the sale of motorized sleds.

These

open up new activities for winter sports, activities not limited by towropes or high degrees of skill.

If this activily increases largely we

may see a demand for cross-country trails or even snow race-tracksl
Bob-sledding and luging are activities with little or no following
at present.

An increase in these sports would Illustrate well the un

predictability of recreation activities.
Ice-fishing is an example of winter time use of water areas, but
is a use calling for few developments.

iii. Wilderness Areas
Ihe concept of wilderness was discussed in Chapter One, and the
type of facilities found at "primitive campgrounds" were outlined
briefly in Section One of the present chapter.

As we saw previously,

no developments have a place in the wilderness by virtue of its desig
nation.

But rather than provide for the ccmfort or convenience of the

traveler, wilderness developments are mainly to protect the area (92).
By virtue of the size of many wilderness areas (the Bob Marshall
area is close to one million acres), visitors must camp out.

The pro

hibition of motorized equipment precludes motoring throu^ in a single
11-

day.

Frequently people travel by horse, and many "dudes" enter with the

aids of outfitters.

Horse use may physically affect vegetation very

greatly, especially where packers use the same areas for camping oyer
Î.
extended periods of time.

Provision of corrals by the Forest Service

would both facilitate the handling of stock, and enable protection of
fodder by rotational grazing.
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Trails fall within the designation of developments that are
both necessary and convenient.

Until the use of the aeroplane for ad

ministrative purposes, all management access had to be by trail.

These

trails are now used mainly by the visitors. A true wilderness would
have no trails, nor directional markers, but both are necessary to
enable the public to have a "wilderness experience."

An attempt is

made to keep trails as naturalistic as possible by avoiding large-scale
earth work, concrete culverts, etc., but the purist could still take
exception to the stumps along the way.
Whether the Forest Service should provide "developed" campsites
is a debatable issue.

provision of even the simplest facilities, the

wilderness atmosphere might be lost for some.

Also, the establishment

of campsites tends to encourage users to set objectives for each day's
journey, so that concentration of use is encouraged.

On the other hand,

fireplaces prevent scarring of the ground, and hitching-racks prevent
the damage to trees and soil caused when stock is tied to trees.

Pro

vision of tables is usually seen as unnecessary and garbage pits only
encourage users to leave material

(89 ).

Pack stations, consisting of unloading and stockholding faci
lities, are a virtual necessity at entrances to wilderness areas and
road-heads.

If not provided officially, like many of the facilities

described above, it is likely that the users will construct their own.
Mishrooming of haphazard structures is difficult to control once started,
and can detract greatly from the natural beauty of an area.

iv. Parkways and Trails
The place of trails as a means of access to wilderness and to
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national park ‘tack-country" has already been described.
of trail has come into being in recent years,

Another lype

ühis is the cross-country

trail which enables walkers or riders to travel long distances following
a scenic feature such as a divide, or one that simply keeps away Aram
civilization.

A famous example is 'Uie Appalstchlan Trail, which traverses

e i ^ t national forests and twelve JSEistem states (87, pp. 48-49).
West, we find the Californian Biding and Hiking Trail.

Ih the

% e authority to

construct such a trail was vested with the California State % r k s Com
mission by an Act of 1945.

A 3000 mile route has been suggested, and over

one third has alr^dy been constructed.

Itevelopments include a minimum

tread width of 30 inches in a BOrfoot right-of-way^ with overni#it camps
eveiy 15-20 miles. These casps have stoves, tables, a water st^^ply^
sanitation and a corral*

Progress is limited by difficulty in acquiring

the rights of way (18, p. 16).
nature Trails
Natere trails have been established in many forest areas, and are
a product of the yGorlous interpretation programs referred to previously.
Usually t h ^ are short walks throu^ an a r ^ of b W i i y or interest^ and
reference is s#de to itamB along the way.

k

O&ese tia-ils are self'^guiding,

either with numbered posts which refer the visitor to an informative leaf
let, or (less frequently) illustrative signs are posted adjacent to tte

s;

objects of interest*

•

Such nature traiia are found increasingly at state parks, the
national peutrks, in national forest camp and picnic sites and in private
forests, where companies with an interest in good public relations are
providing recreation facilities.
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Scooter Trails
A fairly new pastime is that of driving scooters (and jeeps'.)
along forest trails.

Under the Wilderness Act (19)4) motorized equip

ment was harmed from wilderness.

To accommodate this sporty the Forest

Service has been considering construction of special scooter trails in
its forests.
winter.

Tirese could be planned to cater for motorized sleds in

One problem here is attempting to determine how permanent are

sports such as these, since no authority wishes to invest money in
developments catering for a transitory fad.

Parkways and Scenic Roads
Developments on parkways include provision for overnight stops,
"overlooks," or places people can stop, exercise, and take advantage of
scenic points, and service areas.

As in national parks, advertisements

are banned, together with most commercial activities.

Land-use, where

the parkways run through private land, is restricted to certain types
by the purchase of "easements."
The Forest Service policy is to develop some scenic roads as
rapidly as possible, in addition to its normal multipurpose roads.

It

justifies this action by reference to the Miltipie Use-Sustained Yield
Act of I960 (8 7 , p. 75).
The purpose of such scenic roads is to "aid enjoyment of scenic
beauty wherever it is feasible and justified by the recreational traf
fic ...." (Ibid.).

Amenities provided include picnic sites, campgrounds,

rest stops, visitor information centers, and other facilities at ap
propriate locations.
A recently made suggestion has been for developing "Multiple
Use Highways" by applying the principle of multiple use to the rapidly
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growing system of highways.

The proposal includes purchase of rights-

of-way for some thousands of feet on either side of the freeway.

In this

area could he huilt a continuous complex of recreation facilities, which
would, in effect, concentrate visitors.

As people become more geared to

the automobile as a way of life, the provision of readily available re
creation areas throu^out the nation might hold great promise (2).

V.

Recreation Residences
[Rie provision of sites for summer homes has been a traditional

use of national forests.

The number of such homes almost doubled in the

period 19W-196%, to a total of 19,3^, but few new sites are being of
fered, and mâry eure being cancelled.

This is particularly true In the

more populous areas, and is a result of the need for lake shorelines^
choice areas for public recreation.

New sites are how limited to Alaska

and deep in some of the 'Western forests.
offered (84, 8Î).

I
I:

I

Elsewhere, no sites are being

PART
G R E A T

TWO
B R I T A I N

CHAPTER THREE

FACTORS THAT MAY AFFECT THE APPLICABILITE OF
U.S. PRACTICES TO miTISH CONDITIONS

The particular practices of the social sciences or applied tech
nology of any one countiy have limited applicahHity In another country .
This is true for many reasons, hut is especially true in the admini*^
strations whose realms are "broad, and cover such fields as multiple re
source

management, economics, dmnography, pure and applied sciences,

and other studies.

The reasons center aroimd the fact that a partict^ar

practice in resource management is the result of a dynamic interpl^
between cultural, economic and political forces, few of which may be
similar in both of the countries under comparison.
In attempting to assess the value and the applicability of the
developments for recreation in forest areas in the United States to the

I

conditions obtaining in Britain, many factors could be considered.

The

scope of this work must limit the number of such factors considered to
those likely to be most relevant to the field.

Other forces will be

covered briefly or emitted, but I must stress that their small coverage
in no way implies their irrelevance.
Ï
$

As in previous chapters of this work, these topics will be
considered under separate heads.
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Demographic factors

The most striking difference between C-reat Britain and the
United States is one of relative size and pcpnlaticn. Britain's area
is similar to that of the state of Oregon, and has some 87,812 square
miles.

Its population of ,52-7 million in 1961 makes it one of the most

densely populated countries in the world, with over 960 persons per
square mile, or nine times that of North America (19)-

This population

is more slowly growing than that in the United States, and is expected
to increase at less than 1$ per year (10).

Population Pisbribution

The majority, some four-fifths, of the population lives in towns.
Indeed, only seven urban areas contain half the pop-ulation. Thirty mil
lion people live in the oblong strip of the 1,200 square miles containing
London, Birmingham, Liverpool, ^nchester, and the cities of S-W. York
shire (9 ).

(See also map in Appendix 11). Ttiis uneven distribution of

population causes severe land pressures for housing, agriculture, and
other land uses in the southern and central parts of England, while
rural depopulation is a problem in large areas of central Wales and tie
Highlands area of Scotland.

The shift to the towns gained impetus with

the Industrial Revolution, and stil.1 continues.

Efforts to revitalize

regions have included the afforestation of rural areas with declining
populations in order to provide employment, and th^ establislment of a
Minister for the North-East.

(The role cf forestry will he discussed

later.)
The effects of Bri tain's large populati on, conc-ntrated in big
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urban areas, on the provision of outdoor recreation, are not dissimilar
to those found in the United States,

ühere is a great shortage of

recreational space within the towns and also in their immediate environs. As we
Ediall see in Chapter Pour,

the provision of Green Belts has done little

to help this problem, although if they were developed for recreaticai,
could do much to help preserve the more pristine areas in the national
parks.

Congested roads, not built for the massive number of private

cars now on the road, (see below, ) make recreation trips to countryside
slow and tedious.

And most of the national parks and forests are con

centrated in the west, at seme distance from population centers.
Financially, the imbalance in population throws heavy burdens
on rural areas.

Q3je 25 percent of the cost required for improvements in

the national parks is often too much for rural areas where the tax base
is low. Since much of the recreational d e m M comes from urban areas,
regional planning and financing is indicated.

Economic Factors

In terms of material wealth, the British people ore poorer than
citizens of the United States. Coupled with lower incomes, the higdi
cost of land, housing, and many luxury items cause real incomes to be
about half those for comparable employment in the U. S.
However, a steady increase in production per head of goods and
services (main factors in the Gross National Product) is giving hi^ier
real incomes, and the current increase is about 3 percent per annum.
The Index of National Income was, in 1962, 150^ of the 19^5 level.
The rise in incomes has shown interesting trends in the field
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of personal spending.

In the period 1950-1962 the average consumer ex

penditure has risen 12 percent.

Expenditure on food has risen only 7 percent

but for luxury items such as cars and motor-cycles, expenditure has
increased 4o percent (10).

These relative figures indicate a greater

disposable income, which is being spent, in the main, on luxury items,
and travel.

Car Ownership

As in the United States, the number of cars per head of popu
lation is increasing, coupled with a steady decline in the reliance on
public transport.

Apart from making severe demands on the road network,

the greater mobility that car ownership allows has a great intact upon
recreational resources.
and more extensive.

Day and weekend outings became more frequent,

Despite the slow roads, it is possible to reach

most parts of the country within a few hours* driving, especially if
ni^t-driving is practiced.

Moreover, the public is no longer confined

to where a train or bus has a route, or where it can walk, and even
remote areas see large numbers of people at weekends (16, p. 35)•
The number of private cars and motor cycles rose from two million
to five million between 1939 and 1959 (31, P* 23).

g

!E(y the summer of

1962, there were six million cars and 1 .9 million motor cycles (26).
This figure is expected to double by 1970, and nearly treble by I98I ,
when there will be as many cars as there are families (I6-I8 million) (7 ).
Despite the increasing car ownership, the car has yet to become
the way of life in Britain as it is in the United States.

Walking is

fax more popular than in the States (see below, ) and large numbers of
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Land tatt,erns
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United States are strikingly different.
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Land Scaroit}'

With a population density of c-v-r poo persons per square ir.ile ,
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Western world.
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Foresti^'- Commission's debt to the state, ii.clM.iing interest, since the
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Even so, the Commission is loathe to devote produ:tive acres to recre
ational needs, and at present few plantations or woodlands are set
aside purely for recreation.
Private woodlands are predominantly in small, llicks ac.d scattered
triroughout the countryside.

As hardwood az'e&s, some times vestigial re-

mains of the forests of yore, they play an important role in the Engli.sh
landscape. Their use is often closely integrated with th-. needs of local
agriculture, and in many areas, their sp.rtlng value often outweighs
their timber production.
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proportion of farms are small (the average size of all holdings is only

70 acres.) A closely integrated systân of livestock and arable farming
contributes to the veiy varied landscape.

As with forestry, the effects

of farming on the amenities will be discussed later.

Cultural Factors

This heading covers a host of subjects and only those most per
tinent to the provision of recreation facilities in forest areas can be
discussed.
Holiday and Recreation Patterns

Traditionally, the British people go to the seaside for their
holidays.

Since no part of the country is more than 70^ W l e s from the

sea, this involves no great traveling, although in the past most people
used public transport.

In 1955 a British Travel and Holidays Association

survey showed that J2 percent of people who took holidays in the tJnited
Kingdcm went to seaside resorts.

The seaside is still popular, but in

creasing car ownership has given rise to other forms of holiday, such as
caravanning (IO6 , p. 7)*

Also, a greater number of people are traveling

abroad, chiefly to the Continent.

In the period 1951-1964, the number

of trips abroad increased threefold from I .5 to 4.9 million.

Over this

same period the number of holiday trips in Britain increased from 25 to

31 million (13).
Another factor typical of holidays in Britain is the increasing
number of "additional holidays."

These have increased from I .5 to 5*5

million over Ihe period 1951-1964, and their average length is seven
days, compared with an average of ten days for the main holiday (Ibid).

V.
While the months in which the main holidays are taken are very similar
to those of the United States, with 80 percent in the three months of
June, July, and August, the additional holidays are spread more evenly
through the year, and 66 percent are in the nine months of September to
May.

These reflect the fairly equable (but wet) climate tliroughout most

of the year, and the Government's efforts to extend the tourist season.

Outdoor Recreation Pursuits

Coupled with the large increase in additional holidays and in
creased car ownership, both of which point to briefer touring holidays
(6 9 ), the post-war years have witnessed a large increase in participation
in outdoor pursuits.

Table 5 gives the estimated numbers of people pur

suing various activities, together with the probable increase over the
last ten years.

Table

• Estimated Participation in Various Outdoor Recreation Activities

Number and Activity
3 million fishermen
1 1 / 2 million family campers
Youth Hostel Visits 1 million
overnight stays
7 5 0 .0 0 0 golfers
5 0 0 .0 0 0 sailors
400.000 shooters
3 5 0 .0 0 0 skiers
(1 0 0 ,0 0 0 skiing in Britain)
1 5 0 .0 0 0 riders (horses)
100.000 affiliated naturalists
35;000 "serious" cyclists
3 4 .0 0 0 members Amateur Rowing
Association
20.000 gliders
11.000 affiliated mountaineers

Increase over Period 1954-1964
50^
370^
6ÿ
?
8o^
35^
220ÿ
20% -

270$
?
-50$
?
?
?

Source: Royal Society of Arts : "The Countryside in 1970" Conference
Report of Study Group No. 6 (6 9 ).
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We see that fishing appears to be the most popular activity^
closely followed by camping and youth hosteling.

Very large increases

in participation in family camping, skiing and caravanning have occurred
Each of these could be accommodated on forest land, and use figures at
forest campsites reflect the increased participation in these activities.
Overall, the number of camper-nights at forest camps has more than
doubled in the last eight years (^9)•
The overall estimation of demand for outdoor recreation by the
year 2000 is three times the present level (68, p. 22).

Tî:iis, it seems,

is a direct use of the ORRRC estimates, and would probably be on the
conservative side.
Weekend Recreation

With the increasingly universal five-day week, a greater pro
portion of the population is able to take advantage of the weekend for
outdoor recreation.

It enables them to take advantage of good spells

of weather, which are virtually unpredictable.

Unsurprisingly, a

recent survey found considerably more campers at a forest campsite on
sunny days (73)Because of the difficult traveling conditions, people tend to
travel relatively short distances at weekends.

A survey carried out

Eit

Whitsun, 1963 (the Monday being a statutory holiday) found that 4^ per
cent of motorists stayed within a radius of 25 miles from home, and a
further 25 percent traveled less than 50 miles (6 9 , p. 7) « Similarly,
a survey of some 30 commons in all parts of England showed an average
distance traveled by Sunday motorists of only 12 miles. These two
statistics indicate that for day travel people are not prepared to spend
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long periods traveling.

For weekends and long (three-day ) weekends, ehe

distance traveled is likely to he longer.

In either case the distances

involved are considerably less than those in the United States.

Recreational Organizations

There are many organizations devoted to outdoor pursuits and
they closely approximate the roles of pressure groups such as the Sierra
Club and the Save-the-Redwoods-League in the United States.

These

British counterparts organize outings and rallies for their members,
circulate information, such as camping-sites, and protect the collective
interests of their members. For example, the Camping Club of Great
Britain and Ireland obtained exemption from the licensing provisions of
the Health Act, and the Town and Country Planning and Caravans Sites
Acts for its own campsites (21).
The Caravan Club, Ltd. aims to maintain the right for limited
period pitching in country districts of high amenity value wherever the
landowner or occupier will permit. These would include casual sites,
night halts, organized touring sites, in addition to commercial "holidaycamp" sites.

This Club's sites are exempted from the Caravan Sites and

Control of Development Act, I960, and the club played a leading part in
formulating the Bill (23).
The chief organization concerned with the interests of the
walker is the Ramblers Association.

Like the afore-mentioned clubs, it

has also played a leading role in pressuring for the rights of the walker
and other users of the outdoors.
The membership of these three organizations is given in Figure 4,
and they illustrate large increases in outdoor recreation demand since

8o

the last war, similar to those given above in Table 5It will be observed that the greatest numerical gains have been
in the Camping Club, and the least in the Ramblers Association.

These

figures obviously account for only a small proportion of the people en
gaged in these relative activities, and it is likely that walkers are less
inclined to join an organization because theirs is a more independent
pastime.

Tourism - Domestic and Foreign

Britain now ranks as one of the leading touz-ist countries in
Europe.

Although it is difficult to compare statistics, Britain is in

third place in terms of money spent internally by visitors from abroad,
and if payment to British carriers is included, Britain occupies first
place (l4, p. 6).

This combined figure in I963 was $870 million, 77

million of which was in U. S. dollars.

Tourism is Britain's fourth

largest industry, and her biggest single dollar earner.

Although no

specific value has yet been attributed to outdoor recreation, any actions
in this field that affect Britain's potential, as a tourist country could
be of significant financial influence.
The British Travel and Holidays Association is Britain's national
tourist organization, which aims at promoting domestic as well as foreign
travel within the country (l4, p. i).

It is responsible for advertizing,

publicity, research and organization of the tourdst industry, and most
of its efforts are aimed at the foreigner.
Surveys carried out by the BIEA showed that only 1-5 percent of
foreign visitors camped, and that the numbers using youth hostels were
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Figure 4.

Membership of Three Recreation Organizations
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^The straight line graphs for each organization are diagrammatic. In
the case of the Camping Club, the actual curve is also given for comparison,
up to l4 percent.

The 40,000 Europeans camping each year in Britain

generally wish to tour rather than stay in one place, and camping is
seen as an economical means of accommodation.

Tie BT3A suggests that

efforts should be made to establish campsites with such tourists in
mind - by siting them on main tourist routes, and by adequate facilities
of a high standard.

It suggests that the minimal requirements are pro
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per signposting, adequate road access, super'vision, didnking water,
toilets, hot and cold water, grass tent areas, and hai'd standings for
trailers, refuse and litter disposal, electric lights, and adequate fire
precautions.

Also desirable would be a shop, restaurant and laundry

sinks (12, p. 9).
The need for tourist facilities for domestic users is as important
as for foreigners, although destination campsites might be of greater im
portance than transit camps to the former group.

At present the number

of campsites and picnic sites owned by public bodies is pitifully small
in relation to the importance of tourism.

The economic effect of tour

ism on l o c a l a r e a s may be v e r y important, e s p e c i a l l y when their other

industries, such as slate-quarrying or sheep-farming are declining.

As

has often been pointed out (61, l4), the benefits of tourism are widely
spread throughout the population;

it is not just the hotel owners or

amusement halls that benefit.

The Place of Amenity in the Landscape

There are probably few words in the English language more loosely
used than the word "amenity."

Coming from the Latin Amoenitas, or plea

sant, it is now used in England to denote any sort of interest in a
place, and any inherent value that transcends monetary considerations.
It can refer to the beauty of a scene, or include the actual benefits of
an area.

Naturally a word with such a wide usage and subjective basis is

plagued with various and often conflicting interpretation?. A woodland
full of dead and deformed trees might be an "amenity" to the artist and
the bird-watcher, but it is more likely to be a liabili-ty to its owmer.
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There is in Britain veiy strong feeling amongst a large and
powerful minority for the appearance of landscapes and townscapes, and
the artifacts affecting them.

Seldom does a day pass without a letter,

news article or editorial appearing in the "Times" on some aspect of
town and country planning, or threatened change to the landscape.
n&is interest is witnessed by the massiye array of organizations
devoted to the English scene.

Best known is, perhaps, the Council for

the Preservation of Raral England, to which no less than 176 organizations
are affiliated, with a combined membership reckoned in millions (gS).
One pair of authors, Bowenthal an# #rince, has a n # ^ e d
British (and in particular, the English) obsession with the appearances
and uses of the countryside, and divided their concern into several
categories (51)*

Living in a landscape almost universally altered by

man, the English find beauty in the haî^ny of appearance. Tbls
"facadism" and need to camouflage extends to screening factories with
trees, or in architecture the facing of buildi^s with stone.

Put most

g
aptly

. . the English are averse to blatant ccmnercialism...."

(ibid., p. 201).

I

Neon advertizing lights are banned in many towns, and

it is small wonder that a recent survey f o u M that people would not
tolerate tea and ice-cream kiosks at forest beauty-spots (113 )•

%.
I

The harmony of uses in this crowded island often matters more

t
I'

than the actual uses*

I

slogan:

An anti-litter campaign for years has had the

"Keep Britain Tidy"

- not clean, safe, or healthy.

"To the

English, the absence - or at least the concealment - of disfigurement
and squalor often matters more than the presence of beauty'- (51, p.

f

I

t

Thus, objection to caravan sites in areas of natural beauty is far leas
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strong if the site is screened from sight, or if commercialism is kept
to a minimum.
Together with the highly prized value of appearances, the English
are blessed (or cursed'.) with the love of "antiquarianism."

Inheritors

of a long history studded with tradition, the English have a habit of
seeing landscapes through their past associations, - an evaluation of
places according to their connections with history.

Thus, ”. . . i f

the Dartmoor we have known and loved is to be preserved, the prison
must be preserved too.

It is now part of Dartmoor's traditions, history,

appeal, fascination, and character...." (108).

A monstrous, ugly build

ing becomes one of the "amenities" of a wild moorland by virtue of its
age and the aura with which it has shrouded itself and the surrounding
countiyside.
Resistance to change of landscapes, as well as of ideas, appears
to be inbred in the English character.

Those who would afforest certain

upland areas meet similar opposition as those who felled the areas some
150 years ago.

This opposition is heightened by the common practice of

afforesting with conifers". . . instead of the broadleaved species of
trees, the appearance of which most people preferred...." (47).

There

is, however, evidence to indicate that under certain circumstances, such
as in mountainous areas, conifers are preferred by the majority^ (II3 ).
Another property of the "amenity concept" that Lowenthal and
Prince discuss is that of the "picturesque."

This extends further than

the love of chocolate-box type cottages to the desire for overall con
formity to a "planned disorder."

Such an art reached its climax in the

era of the eighteenth century landscaped gardens, - of idealized nature
as depicted by such artists as Lorrain, Poussin and Rosa.

Regimentation
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of things bucolic is detested.

All must appear the result of happy

accident.
Tidiness, in addition to requiring the absence of litter, alse
implies a tending of all aspects and components of the landscape.

Land

-which is not well cared for, areas of briar and scraggy coppice and un
tended patches are termed ’’derelict," and deplored by most people.

The

concept of wilderness, at least in small areas near habitatsd regions,
is virtually absent, and a recent survey showed very little demand for
the establishment of forest wildernesses (11.3 )•
require land to be in productivity.

This does by no means

The thcusanis of miles of road

verges throughout the countiy are accepted as unproductive, and each
year large amounts of money are spent on their trimming.

Forestry and Amenity

This topic is somewhat tangential to the main theme of the
present work, but it deserves brief explanation if solely because it
has been foremost in many of the dealings between the Forestry Com
mission and the British public.
Objections to the work of the Commission have been raised by
a-1-1 sections of the public, right from the beginning of state forestr;/.
Such was the objection to afforestation in the Lake District (now a
national park) that in 1936 an agreement was drawn up between the
Commission and the Council for the Preservation of Rural England, not
to plant a large central area of the Lake District.
The early work of the Commission admittedly did show little
regard for the appearance of the forests created.

Plantation o-utZ-ines

were rectangular, and laid out irrespective cf topography;

large areas
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were covered "by a single species, and little regard was given to the
access needs of the public.
Several authors have pointed out that the public 's ideas on
how forests should appear are often conflicting and irrational (32),
and certainly the forestiy profession is not unanimous in its views.
However, certain practices are generally considered less likely to
offend the public, and these include the merging of species boundaries,
leaving indigenous hardwoods on the skyline and rocky outcrops, underplanting scrub hardwoods
species, etc.

conifers to effect a gradual change of

(32, 4%, 71).

M n e e the Commission is now charge to

take ameni-ty.and the beauly of the cotnitryside into account, it now
appears to be enâjarking on a program in which amenity considerations
do receive »3me attention.

Tbe esctent to which the Commission, and through the govern
mental process, the public, are prepared to modify the economic raising
of even-aged coniferous pulp and timber species remains to be seen.
Ihe Commission is in no way in a dictatorial position, and the more it
considers of the actual wishes of the public rather than its precon
ceived views of their wishes, the less costly will such modifications
be (74, 113). As the country* s largest land user, the Commissioa* s
potential effects on the landscape are appreciable, especially when we
consider that a large part of people* s objections to land use were
a direct objection to change.

Access to the Countryside

Except in the case of the large towns, access to the countiy-

8t
side is fairly good compared with many areas in the United States.
Rigorously controlled zoning laws meLke the town-country "boundary
precise, and few towns have peripheries eroded "by jurikyards and used
car lots.

The towns are densely populated, and fairly small, and in

many towns with a population of 50,000, it is possible to wal.k to open
countryside within 25 minutes from any part of the urban area (l6, p. 3)The famous English country lane pervades most agricultural parts
of the country in a dense network, so that walking, driving and cycling
for pleasure are common pastimes.

Coupled with this ease of access on

well-metalled roads, the British enjoy the right of access to much
private land.

In the laws of property, the rights of the public and

the individual are closely intermingled.

Public "rights of way" have

been established over the centuries and allow foot or equestrian access
on narrow pathways, through crop fields, woods and in some cases even
private gardens.

The law is very lenient.

Even if the individual

wanders off the path trespass is not indictable unless persisted in or
if damage is proven.
In the words of the Ramblers Association, " . . . large areas
of private land are only tolerable so long as there are some public
rights...." (6 5 , p. 7)-

It was to maintain or increase in certain

areas such as the national parks, the public’s right of access to
private land that the National Parks and Access to the Countryside
Act was passed in 19^9*

This Act, fought for by the Ramblers Associ

ation, requires all Co’unty

Councils to survey, record and report all

established footpaths and bridlepaths in their county.

Such a record

could do much to further the legal rights of the walking public, and
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to prevent disappearance of footpaths under the plough or fence due
to the carelessness of farmers.
Access is not always freely available on much land by virtue
of the public's ignorance and the official policy of some land owners.
One-third of a sample who had been in forest park in Britain were un
aware of their right of foot access on Forestry Commission roads.

This

ignorance is hardly surprising since the Commission makes little effort
to publicize this right, mainly through fear of damage to the plant
ations (1 1 3 )•

Although many coniferous forests become assets to the

scenery in mountainous areas, hikers often object to afforestation
programs because access to walking areas is decreased or made more
difficult.

To this extent much could be done by the Commission to in

crease the availability of its lands to the public without undue ex
pense or loss of productivity of timber.

Attitudes to Developments for Recreation in Forest Areas

From the above discourse several points become readily apparent.
Firstly, the British people show an especial interest in the appearance
of their country, and the way in which it is run.

Secondly, within

the scope of the previous remark, the attitudes held by different
members of the public are varied and often opposing, but that satis
factory arrangements are usually made exemplifies the amazing talent
for compromise.

It is as though "multiple use" were a natural state

of mind and part of the way of life, and is perhaps why a large
amount of criticism has been directed at the Forestry Commission's
single-use approach to timber production.

And thirdly, we immediately

I
t

®
realize that very little has been done to gather information into the
viewpoints of various sections of society or of the daoands or sources
of supply of recreation opportunities. Die need for research into

I

I

the recreation field will be discus^d later in this chapter.

Reactions to Campsite Development

One feels that the general dearth of campsites in Britain has
caused people either to accept gladly whatever is available, or not to
go camping in the first place.

On the other hand, there is a possi

bility that culturalty the British are against being pampered in ah
activity, which for many is an opporttmlty for self-reliance. Let us
examine some of the infoimatipn available.
Very few studies have been carried out to deteimine the view
of campers and other users of forest areas.

#,e $in^ns have main

tained "Uiat in assessing the value of forest areas and forestiy prac
tices for amenity and recreation, the actual tastes of the users
should be a criterion rather than the forester's opinions (jk).
In a study of campers at the Forestiy Commission casgpsite in
the Snowdonia Forest Bark in 1963, the Sindens found that only a
J

small proportion (12 percent) had camped in Europe, and the remaiMer

p

would thus be unfamiliar with the high standard of facilities provided

I

at many European campsites (73, p. 36).

I

Die survey showed that re*

g

latively few wanted facilities that would improve their comforts -

g

items considered indisj^asable at Ü. S. forest campsites.

g

half (43 percent) wished for electricity outlets, 24 percent wanted

I

picnic tables and benches, and only 16 p^cent wished for fireplaces.

Less than

;
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Facilities preferred "by the majority were relatively simple.
showers were thought desirable by 91 percent;
hot water by 84 percent;

Cold

a shop by 88 percent;

and naturalist facilities (such as inter

pretive signs, warden, etc.) by 66 percent.

Sixiy-nine percent showed

a desire for new, similar sites, particulaily near big cities (7 2 ).
Throughout the survey drinking water and toilets were excluded,
since they are requirements at any site.

Ifost of the facilities sug

gested are provided at Forestry Commission sites (see Chapter Four),
but the limited list suggests simple tastes in campsites.
The bias towards rather spartan recreation conditions was borne
out in the results of a postal questionnaire conducted by the author in
early 1964 (113).

The questionnaire concerned itself mainly with the

appearance of woodlands, but also investigated people's reactions to
campsites and other developments.

At "beauty spots" only a minoriiy

desired elaborate facilities such as picnic tables and rustic benches.
There was a positive aversion to such commercial developments as tea
and ice-cream kiosks, and only a minority desired formalized car-parks.
On the other hand, litter-bins and toilets were considered essential
by the large majority.
Of the stratum that had camped at Forestry Commission campsites,
the large majority were in favor of this type of campsite.

Those who

were against such sites were against commercialization of the forest.
However, half the non-campers in the sample were against such sites,
and the overwhelming majority were against cai'avan (trailer) sites.
These views bear out the points made earlier, namely that a strong con
cern is felt for the appearance of the countiyside.

The view cf the

Council for the Preservation of Rural England is tha.t each campground
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and caravan site should he considered on its own merits (3 0 ).
The facilities aimed at hy tourist organizations such as the
Caravan Club and the Camping Club are usually along the lines of those
offered by the Forestry Commission.

Naturally, facilities for caravans

are more elaborate, especially for destination-type sites.

However,

one of the main aims of each organization is to guarantee certain mini
mum standards at sites they recommend to their members, and to keep
their own sites up to standards that exempt them from the various
planning Acts (21, 23).

Also, the Club considers that provision of

"Organized Touring Sites" in national parks and Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty should be provided for bone fide tourists rather than for
residential use (2 3 , p. 5)-

Research into Forest Recreation

The present chapter (and Chapter Four also) illustrate the pre
sent lack of knowledge in many spheres of the recreation field in
Britain.
The "countryside in 1970" conference in I969 pointed out that
it is not difficult to gather facts through expanded research, provided
authorities using the facts would state clearly their requirements
(68, p. 2 7 ).

This thqy gave not yet done.

We saw above that monetaiy considerations due to uneven distri
bution of population point to regional or national planning.

So far no

national recreation plan has been formulated, nor any body created with
the responsibility of making one (such as the Bureau cf Outdoor Recre
ation in the United States.)

At present any planning that is done is

I
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at the local level Tqy County Councils.

These are often Ill-equipped

and lack professional staff with time or training to meet the problems.
The extent to which a governmental body can dictate to the
public on policies concerning land use is difficult to determine.
yet there are few precedents for recreation planning.

As

The establish

ment of the national parks was not a drastic step in the context of
the Town and Country ELanning Act of 19^T, which has very wide and
deep-reaching results for Isind use.

The fact tdiat the National Barks

Commission owns no land, has had slow progress in determining r i ^ts
of way, and has fallen behind in the provision of the recreation facilities foreseen at their conception all point to a political climate
that prefers governmental encouragement to authoritarian direction.
The pre-conference report of the ’’Countryside in 1970" con
ference felt that the time was ripe, if not overdue for large-scale
action, and it saw the main difficulty as one of getting action rather
than agreement (68, p. 44).

But before any planning action can be con

sidered, a nation-wide research plan is needed, similar to that carried
out by the ORERC in the United States.

Until the knowledge that such a

report would uncover is made available, only tentative suggestions
can be made as to what recreation developments are applicable.
f

suggestions will be made in Chapter Five.

These

CHAPTER POUR

A SURVEY OF FOREST LAND IN BRITAIN
PROVIDING RECREATION OR WITH A POTENTIAL SOURCE

In this chapter we shall investigate the various classes of
forest land in Britain and consider their roles as recreation resommes.
As in our consideration of different recreation land classes in the
United States, not all the areas we shall include are totally dominated
by forest, hut their relation to forests and their similarities as
recreation resources merit their inclusion.
In Chapter Three various social, cultural and other factors
that affect both the present recreational patterns of land use within
Britain and possibly the applicability of U. S. practices were discussed.
Consequently to avoid duplication, the present chapter will be largely
restricted to a description of the different land classes and the
actual developments for recreation.
The areas to be considered will be organized under the following
headings:
3)

l)

Forestry Commission.

2)

National Parks Commission.

Other Areas.

1).

The Forestry Commission

Since 1920 the Forestry Commission has been Britain's official
agency for the growing of timber.

Started as a means of building up

a strategic reserve against future wars, it has now changed its emphasis
towards the growing of timber economically to help meet Britain's balance
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of payments. Other benefits are seen to include the provision of em
ployment as a means of stemming rural depopulation^ and the provision
of recreational opportunities, and increasing the beauty of the country
side (35)-

It is with the recreational opportunities that we shall

concern ourselves.

In I963 the Commission had 2,553,000 acres under

its control, or almost five percent of the total area of Great Britain.
Two-thirds of this area, of 1,752,000 acres were under plantations,
which approximately equalled the woodland acreage under private owner
ship.

Camping
It is only in fairly recent years that the Commission has pro
vided for camping in more than token manner.

Because of a predominantly

private land ownership, campers have in the past camped on farms with
the permission of the owner, and in the wilder mountainous areas, often
without such permission.
Several factors have increased the amount of outdoor recreation
since the last war, especially over the past decade.

Coupled with

these factors, the shift to a more general land management program
has emphasized the need for more official campsites on Forestry
Commission land.
There are about ten campsites run by the Commission, excluding
the New Forest (in which the public is allowed to camp at large.)

All

the organized campsites are set in areas of fine scenery, and most are
associated with the Forest Rirks.

A brief description of some of

their main characteristics will help us determine later how applicable
the American practices might be.
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Conmgrouncl Layout
Qbe most striking difference that somebody familiar with forest
campsites In the United States would find Is the general openness of
the actual campgrounds. Usually the area is a field or deeding In
the forest, relatively level and with most parts accessible by a gravel
road, often laid out on the periphery of the site.

There Is no con

cept of "units” in the American sense, although capacity is generally
given in terms of the number of tents and/or caravans (trailers) the
area can hold.

Caravan parking is done usually under the supervision

of a resident caa®>-ward^ but tent caag^ers

i^ere they will. Œ Sie

growth of the grass is usually strong e n ou^ to tolerate "unhardened"
pitches for both caravans and tents.

Shade in a climate as damp and

chilly as that of Britain is not important, althou^ some sites would
be improved by trees and shrubs to decrease wind ejqposure and give

Standards of Design
"Standards" of design, discussed at length in Chapter ^ o , are
more permissive, or in some cases, virtually absent.

The variation in

the capacity and other features will be seen by reference to Appendix
8, which has been drawn up from observed statistics of a lis^ted number
of campsites. We see immediately the large variabilily in capacity
per acre, and the tremendously increased density at which people camp.
This high densily (50 tents or caravans per acre) reflects the lowcost of establishment, ($50-$28o per pitch, compared with $800-$2,000
in the U. S. - see Appendix 5*)

It also reflects a shortage of land,

or at least a reluctance to devote land permanently to camping, a hlg^
ecological carrying capacity (a factor of the damp climate), and a
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public that tolerates or enjoys crowded camping.
In recent years various planning Acts have determined the pro
vision of facilities in the interests of public health, and new sites
will be built to these standards.

Chiefly, t h ^ concern the provision

of sanitary facilities in terms of number of people (37) •
Facilities Provided
The second feature that would strike the visiting American camper
is #ie general paucity of the feu^ilities provided*

The attitudes to

campsite developmeaat were considered in the previous chapter, but

I

suffice it to say hei« that a lower standard of comfort amongst British
csaq^fS is generally accepted.
Since no camping units are laid out, tables and fireplaces are
not usually provided.

In some areas the rainfall is too high to make

open-fire cooking practicable (such as 90 inches per annum at Ardgartan),
and where they are provided they are on stone hard standings, to mini
mize the fire risk (38).
Garbage cans are provided freely, and their large number reflects
both concern for litter and the absence of fireplaces in which litter
can be burned.
Water taps are provided around the site, but are usually less
than one per acre.
Washing facilities include basins and showers, and hot water is
usually obtainable on a coin-in-the-slot basis.

Although laundiy faci

lities are not a standard convenience, drying rooms are often available,
and their need reflects the dampness of the climate.
At some sites (such as at Kielder campsite) a wet-weather shelter
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is provided.

Such a facili-ty provides a focal point to the cam^round,

and allovs opportunities for vet-weather recreation such as dances,
sing-songs, etc.

Some static demonstrations on forestry topics may be

provided by the Commission.

Hiese are generally the only provisions

made for amusement or interpretation at the campsites.
Fees
Fees have not, in the past, been adequate to recover expenses
at most campsites (38).

In the Spring of 1965 they were raised to meet

rising costs of management and to cover new developments (64) . The
cost at each caaq>site is usually standard,

higWa#no#te^.,

charged are:
per night
Car and tent or caravan
Tent only
Jfotor cycle and tent

6/- (84/)
l/6. - (2l/)
4/- (56/)

per week
36/- ($5*04)

lo/- ($1.40)
24/- (^.§6)

When we conq)are these charges with those in comparable situ
ations in the United States (Appendix 6), It is obvious that the
British charges are not appreciably cheaper, esj^cially when the

I

general wage level is considered.
Use Data
Over the past e l ^ t years the number of camper nights spent in
Forestry Commission can^s has more than doubled to a level of well

ï

over 300,000 per annum (49, 64).

Year by year figures for the increase

are not available for the whole country, but some data are available
for the past nine years at individual campsites.

The use figures for

three Scottish campsites are shown diagrammatlcally in Figure 5.

Most

striking is the year to year variation in attendance figures at each
area.

This fluctuation is due largely to the vagaries of the weather.
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(37, 38, 39)*

The good summer of 1959 vas reflected in increases at both Ardgartan
and Glenmore.
The massive increase experienced at Glenmore since 1962 is due
to the opening of a ski resort, resulting in almost 7,000 people camping
in April.
The distribution of visits throughout the year reflects the
holidaying patterns (see Chapter Three,) and is very similar to that
experienced in the United States (Figure 2.)

Figure 6 shows the dis

tribution of visits for two Scottish campsites. Between the months
of îfey and October, both figures are very similar.

The pec^uliar rise

for the Glenmore site coincides with the last month of the ski season,
when large numbers camp at the foot of the ski slopes.

When the snow

has gone, the number of visits falls back to a noimial May value (38).
There is little information available on the characteristics of
campsite users, due mainly to the absence of survis.

One limited sur

vey in 1963 showed that 80 percent of the users at one forest campsite
were on holidays of longer than three days, and over half were planning
to stay at that site one week or more.
areas, e.g. Glenmore, is l4 days.)

(The limit of stay at some

The most popular activities in a

preference question were picknicking (84 percent);
percent);

photography (83

town visits (8l percent), and walking (6 7 percent) (7 2 , p. 122)

Other Activities
>fe,ny recreation activities other than camping take place in
the forests, for which few formal developments have been made.

Perhaps

the most popular activity is hiking, particularly in some of the
"Forest Parks."

Of a total Forestry Commission estate of over two and
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Months Oct.-Dec. are for 1954.
a half million acres, onj.y one million and tlz-ee quarters are actually
under plantations.

The majority of the remainder is upland “unplant-

able land" used only for rough grazing, and usually treeless, but
providing excellent wal.king country.
Forest vantage points are seldom ad'/ertized, and a régulai'
system or footpaths is lacking (fl, p. 33).

In a questionnaire to
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visitors at a forest park, one of the most commonly expressed desires
was for more forest footpaths and signposts (113)Access within the forests is limited to foot or horse-back, and
no wheeled transport is allowed on Commission roads.

Fear of trespass

could well be a factor limiting the numbers of walkers and others who
would enjoy the public forests, and will continue so long as a negative
approach to the problem is maintained.

As I pointed out elsewhere,

^Ibid.) positive encouragement of the public into old stands of timber
(in which the fire risk is low) might well decrease the overall risk
of fire, the main reason for the Commission’s present position.
Few facilities have been provided for picnicking in the state
forests.

In Britain this activity is largely informal, and it is probable

that the sophisticated facilities seen in American forests would not be
required.

Vandalism has been cited as a good reason for not providing

such facilities (71)*

Again, picnicking is an activity that easy

access and parking facilities would greatly encourage.
Coupled with walking, nature study is an activity for which
few provisions have been made in Forestry Commission areas.

Some nature

trails have been constructed in very recent years, but few interpretive
facilities have been provided, even at campsites in the Forest Barks.
Hunting is limited on Forestry Commission land to a systematic
control of deer and past species.

In a few areas shooting rights are

leased to individuals or syndicates, but the state forests do not
correspond to the national forests of the United States as public
hunting areas.
Fishing is in a position similar to that of hunting.
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Often individuals hold hunting or fishing rights on land leased to
the Commission, or rivers in the valley "bottoms run over private
grounds, the owners of which have riparian rights.

Because there is

no state fish and game service devoted to sport, the amount of good
inland fishing availa"ble for the public is small (although as we saw
in Chapter Three, fishing is perhaps the most popular single recreation
activity - see Table 5•)
Summer cottages are rented in increasing numbers on forest
lands whilst having a "country retreat" gains popularity.

Such

cottages are usually old shepherds’ houses left vacant by rural de
population.

Because they involve no outlay of Commission funds, they

form a valuable form of income to a forest system still financially
much in the red.

However, such an income is limited by the number of

cottages available and to the best of ny knowledge, the Commission does
not plan to supplement them by building or by the leasing of lots for
building (45, p. 439).
It is obvious from these remarks that the recreational use of
public forest land in Britain is largely unorganized and unchronicled.
In the absence of data on use figures, evaluation of a resource is
difficult and of dubious value.

2).

The National Parks Commission

The National Parks Commission was set up under the National
I^rks and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949.

It is the governmental

body responsible for selecting areas for national parks, selection and
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and designation of Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and for making
reports to the Minister of Land and Natural Resources proposing the
estallishment of Long Distance Footpaths and Bridleways.

In addition,

it acts as a general advising authority on the effects on natural
"beauty of proposed developments anywhere in England and Wales.^
The areas designated as National Parks, unlike their counter
parts in the United States, are not zoned to any one exclusive use.
No change in land ownership occurs, and the parks remain areas of
countryside, characterized by fine scenery, and in which people both
live and work.

Towns, and even industrial developments such as the

oil refineries at Milford Haven in the Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park, occur within the Parks, and are analogous to the private inholdings
and industrial workings such as the uranium mine at the Grand Canyon
National Park in the U. S.
Naturally, over most of the parks farming and forestry are
practiced as they were before designation, and in very few cases do
these land uses change as a result of designation.
At present ten areas have been designated as National Parks,
seven in England, and three in Wales.

Their distribution, w M c h is

predominantly in the western side of the country, is shown on the map
of Britain (Appendix 10).
given in Appendix 8.

Their areas and estimated populations are

The combined area of 5,254 square miles is

approximately nine percent of the area of Britain, and their combined
population of 2 5 9 ,1 0 0 is only half of one percent of the total popu-

^The National %rks Act does not apply to Scotland, except for
part three, which relates to Nature Conservancy (56).
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lation of Great Britain.

In the main, then, the parks are located in

unpopulated areas. However, some of the northern parks have large
populations in their proximity.

The Peak District Park with an area

of $42 square miles is almost encompassed hy large towns such as
Manchester and Sheffield, and has over 16 million people within $0
miles of its boundaries.

Visits to this area are in excess of four

million per year, and all but 100,000 are day visitors (4o).
The designation of National Parks has a twofold purpose.
Firstly, to ensure preservation and enhancement of the natural scene;
and secondly, to promote facilities for outdoor recreation (7 ).
Let us consider each of these objectives and how closely they

have been met.
preservation and Enhancement of the Natural Scene
Briefly, the main way in which the national parks maintain a
degree of natural beauty is by imposing on the designated areas planning
laws more strict than those covering the rest of the country.

A

specially constituted planning authority is responsible for each park,
and includes planners from the local country councils, representations
of ameniby groups, and appointed Commission representatives.
When the national parks were first envisaged in their present
form (5 ), a capital expenditure of 9 l/4 million pounds ($2 $ . 9 mill)
over ten years was proposed, with an annual expenditure of 750^000 pounds
($2.1 6 mill ) at the fully operative state.

Pjy March, 1962, over ten

years after the Commission's formation, the ten park authorities had
spent only 114,000 pounds ($319^200).

Of that 80,000 pounds had been

spent on two parks, leaving less tlian 40,000 pounds for the other
eight (6 7 ).
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This money, in the form of Exchequer grants, is used to finance
approved projects up to the rate of 75 percent.

The remaining 25 per

cent must he met hy the local authorities of private organizations.
Such projects would include the removal of eye-sores, such as derelict
pit-heads, and War Department emplacements, the preservation or planting
of trees, the use of local materials in buildings, the grounding of
power transmission lines and the provision of recreation facilities.
The 25 percent to he raised hy local bodies, such as the county
council in the area concerned or hy a farmer wishing to put up a
building, is often excessive, especially in depressed areas of low
population which, as we shall see, most of these areas are.

For various

reasons, the Exchequer grants have not been as large as formerly antici
pated, and so many of the projects within the parks have been of limited
scope.
Naturally, most of the activities are of a negative character.
'The effects of putting transmission lines underground, or the prevention
of ugly buildings and the like will not be very obvious.

When the

economic requirements of an area must take precedence as in the Milford
Haven oil refinery example, some people will naturally take exception,
although special care is taken to minimize their impact by landscaping

(67).
In considering the type of national parks it is possible to have
and their place in the general resource management of the country, we
should remember the smallness of Britain, and the large size of its
population.

It is both economically and socially undesirable to

sterilize ten percent of the country's area, especially when Britain
can supply only one-half its own foodstuffs and less than ten percent
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of its wood requirements.

Should a time come when rural depopulation

reaches the state that the parks' land is no longer productive, or
commercial forestry in these areas is unnecessary, it would he possible
to set aside the parks as natural environment areas similar to the
national parks in the United States.
Facilities for Outdoor Recreation
Perhaps the parks' most valid contribution to the provision
of facilities for outdoor recreation is the establishment within the
minds of both the public and the land owner of the public's de jure
right of access to the countryside where previously it had been only
do facto.
Part five of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside
Act was intended to give the public the rigtit to walk at large on
"open country," defined in the Act as land consisting "wholly or pre
dominantly of mountain, moor, heath, down, cliff or foreshore" (o?)
This right of access would be in addition to the normal right to
wander on private land (see Chapter Three) and would be without any
fear of trespass.
The local authorities responsible for negotiating access
agreements or for making access orders have been criticized for their
slowness to enter access agreements and reluctance to use their com
pulsory powers (66).

Although funds are available for compensation for

damage resulting from access agreements or orders, such as the dis
turbance of grouse or shooting moors, no claims had been made by July,
1 9 6 ^ (Ibid,). As we have seen, in some areas the 25 percent cost of
these activities may be burdensome, and over manj'^ areas de facto access
already exists, so that the impulse to legalize the walking habits for
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a large number of non-local people is not pressing.

On the other hand,

such legal agreements would be subject to bylaws aimed at protecting it,
as well as its being patrolled by wardens (31, pp. 30-1).
Cong)ared with the national paz^s of the United States, few
developments have been made in the British parks for the benefit of
visitors, and in many areas the recreation patterns are very similar
r

to those obtained prior to their designation.

It is under the aegis

r:

of planning that most of the benefits accrue, and thus are not directly
I
?

obvious. Critical areas may be protected by the poreyentiim of a cazgvan

I

site, or its relocation in less a pristine place;
countryside might W

access to open

made available with the needs of the hiker in mind

ra#ier thsm those of the agricultural commmity.
Due to the dispersed nature of the parks* planning and admini
stration, few centralized records exist for achiev^tents at the various
parks.

Greatly inzderstaffed, and largely ydunteizy, planning authorities

are unable to make mich details available.
to give precise information on each park.

Consequently, I am unable
In Idae main, thot^, it is

5

I:

possible to say that facilities have been confined to the provision of

?

car-pj^ks, information centers, and'the organization of warden services.

I

lOiere are often many caravan sites and ceu^sites within the

I

parks originating from before designation. Often the caravan sites are

p

large, especially near the sea, and are of a s«ni-pezmanent nature.

S

Because small sites are uneconomical, the Istrge size is to be expected.

f

The Caravan Sites and Control of ïtevelopment Act (i960) proposed a
licensing system to regulate the establishing and operation of such
sites.

However, the need for touring and Wlldoy^camp types of caravan

t
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^

site is evident, and provision of a sufficiently large number of authorized
sites near to, hut outside critical areas has heen proposed (31, p. 23).
A more definite policy towards both campsites and caravan sites and
other lypes of accommodation is necessary*

With regard to caravanning,

six of the ten parks have no special regulations yet.

In only the Peak

District Bark has a site been specifically devoted to touring caravans,
and in the Lake District Park, individual touring caravans must be
parked discreetly to avoid marring the scenery.

In Dartmoor such

vehicles cure discouraged, mainly because of the steep, narrow roads (24).
In considering such facilities^ we must remember that laÈd uses,
roads, and the general ways of life of the parks were usually established
long before national parks were even conceived.

Any plans for recreational

use of such areas must be imposed on #ie way of life already existing,
£

and until such time as the recreational needs become more pressing, it

r

is natural that the local needs will dcminate.

K
I

5316 park authorities can provide accommodâticms, but only where

k

there is a known demand not met by private enterprise.

^

only one campsite and one caravan site have been constructed by %;e park

iI

authorities, mainly as examples of the standards to be aimed at by private

h

f;
I
Tî

enterprise (4o, p. 43).

I

concessionaires.

In the Peak Park,

If such sites are the type demanded, their con-

structiott by the authorities should continue, and be run perhaps by

if

I
t*

Fees
% e r e are no entrance fees for the national parks, since there
is a large resident population, and no controlled access points
Fees for the use of private cazup and caravan sites vary with the individual

IÎ'
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site, and there is no overall policy on such prices.
Use Figures
Because of the resident populations and the absence of con
trolled access points, no exact use figures are available for the number
of visitors that any park receives.
Threats to the National Parks
As ve have seen, the British national parks are primarily zoned
areas of countryside in which a large number of activities take place.
If the parks are to be preserved as unique examples of natural beauty,
we should recognize that certain forms of use can be viewed as threats
to the fulfillment of this objective.
Minority groups, such as the Ramblers Association, who were in
strumental in the formation of the parks, see activities which affect
the walker detrimentally as threats to the parks.

For them, afforestation

by the Forestry Commission and private individuals often limits the
accessibility of upland areas, as we have already seen.

They see the

agreement in I96I by the National Parks Commission, Timber Growers
Association, the Forestry Commission, and other bodies for voluntary
consultation with the park planning authorities regarding new proposals
for planting in the parks of limited value due to its legal invalidity
(6 7 )-

The Forestry Commission, we have seen, is prepared to modify

its management practices in the interests of amenity, but whether such
modifications are sufficient or whether commercial forestry is com
patible with national parks at all needs serious rethought.
In a similar vein, other land uses, such as arable farming, grouse
management and the like, ought to be reconsidered in their relation to the
needs of the users as well as those of the farmers and landowners.

no
The needs of industry, on the other hand, do not fit so easily
into the rural scene.

Very few people accept overhead transmission

cables as contributing anything to a landscape, and for many their
presence is intolerable.

Yet the country's electricity needs double

every ten years, and the trend towards nuclear power stations situated
in remote areas, as in the case of the lErawsfynydd reactor in the
Snowdonia National Park, only multiplies the difficulties of keeping
landscapes unmarred.

To what extent the public is prepared to pay for

the grounding of cables, at seventeen times the cost of the overhead
type, remains to be seen.

It does seem inevitable that if the country

is to avoid disappearing under a web of wire, it must pay for such
improved practices.
As in the United States, increasing requirements for water neces
sitate creation of reservoirs.

They decrease both the land available

and its access, and are detrimental to the hiker.

Mich can be done to

mitigate ugliness by good design and planning, and it is possible that
with control over pollution, the reservoirs could become great recreational
assets to a people as devoted to water areas as the Americans.

Again,

much imagination and sound planning are essential.
Overuse dogs attractive areas the world over.

Within some of

the British parks are areas which are Britain's closest equivalent to
wilderness, but whose heavy use would destroy a "wilderness experience"
in the usual American sense.

At weekend periods it is often necessary

to wait in turn in order to climb some of the more popular rock faces
in Snowdonia.

Fortunately, such areas can withstand heavy use from the

ecological standpoint, but mounting numbers pose real problems.
The rise in car ownership and leisure are posing problems similar
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to those seen in the American parks.

Increasing hordes of people on

roads built for agricultural use limit enjoyment and points to improved
roads or some form of regulation.

Much could be done by building by

passes around parks to relieve them of commercial and non-tourist
traffic.

Naturally, the hikers are against scenic roads, or the pro

vision of facilities for motorists (j?), but if a census were conducted,
it is probable that the vast majority of users are reliant on road
access for a major part of their enjoyment.

Obviously, if the rural

atmosphere is to be maintained, cars should not be allowed off the
surfaced roads.

Mich could be done to encourage and enable the not-so-

fit to unspoilt places away from the roads, and cable-cars, pony treks
and the like come to mind.

In this respect, the threat of the mass-

user is identical to the situation in the United States.

3). Other Areas

Between them, the National Parks and the Forestry Commission
estate occupy only fourteen percent of the area of Great Britain.
Thus, a large area of countryside is left unaccounted for.

Within the

remainder lie considerable areas of fine scenery, much of it wooded,
and much more easily accessible than some of the national parks.

Let

us consider some of the classes of land, and how they might be valuable
as recreation resources.

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
In addition to the normal national parks, the National î^rks
and Access to the Countryside Act makes provision for recognition of
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fine scenery and its preservation.

These areas are designated "Areas

of OutstaJiding Natural Beauty" (A.O.N.B.) and as such, consultation "by
the local county council of the National Parks Commission is necessary
when a development plan is prepared or altered.

No special administrative

arrangements for planning exist, and the normal provisions of facilities
for outdoor recreation, except access agreanents, do not apply.
Exchequer grants up to 75 percent are available for changes in
authorized land use or for compensation where buildings are altered or
removed.

In addition, as in the national parks, tree preservation

orders, tree-planting for amenity and the improvement of derelict land
are eligible for grants.

About 20 A.Q N-B 's are in existence or planned.

As in the case of the national parks, an A.O.N.B. suffers from
lack of rigorous control and the absence of state-owned land.

Except

for the possibility of improved access, the recreational opportunities
in these areas is not likely to be improved, unless there is strong
local pressure.

Long Distance Routes
The object of a Long Distance Route is to provide a continuous
right of way along which the public may make extensive foot (or horse
back, when the route is a bridleway) journeys, without having to use
roads used by vehicles.

So far about ten such paths have been approved,

and others surveyed, but only one, the Pennine Way, has been completed.
This route, conceived first in 1935 by the Secretary of the Ramblers
Association, was completed only in 19&4, and is 250 miles long.

It

wanders from one side of the Pennine ridge to the other, and makes di
versions for food and lodging.

It is mainly on open moorland, and
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provides a unique experience for the hardy walker (56).
As in other areas under the jurisdiction of the Parks Commission,
progress in negotiating the rights of way is very slow, and is hindered
hy the complexities of land ownership.

Few are on forested land, and so

are of only tangential interest to this paper.

Nature Reserves
The Nature Conservancy was established in 19^9 to set up nature
reserves in which preservation of natural areas and scientific research
could take place. In I960 there were some 8o nature reserves managed
directly by the Conservancy;

seven local reserves established with the

Conservancy's advice, but managed by local authorities under the
National Parks Act;

and seven Forest Nature Reserves, managed jointly

by the Conservancy for Crown Estates (33, 58)*
Within these reserves, because of the almost universal modi
fication of land by man and consequent interference with the "balance
of nature" conservation demands active management of plant and animal
populations if they are to survive.

Jfenagement might include burning,

scrub removal, protection of species, control of predators, and the
exclusion of man.
As has been pointed out (46, p. 130) in the United States more
stress is put on the use of natural areas for recreation.

In Britain,

on the other hand, there is greater emphasis on scientific research, in
some cases to the complete exclusion of the public.

This severe approach

could result from the scarcity of natural areas, however.
Many areas are managed under a "multiple use" type of program,
and livestock grazing, timber production, sport, public recreation and

llh
even military enterprises may occur on parts of the nature reserves.
Public outdoor recreation is allowed in some areas^ but no
provisions are made for it.

Camping is allowed, for example, at the

margins of the Cairngorms Nature Reserve, but no facilities are avail
able, nor a charge made or records kept of the number of visitors.
Thus, it is not possible to compare their value as recreational re
sources with the National Wildlife Refuges in the United States,
where attendance has increased fourfold over the past twelve years (95)*
While it is unlikely that the nature reserves will ever provide
for mass recreation, their value in providing naturalist facilities is
great (in addition to the inestimable scientific value), and they could
play a very real part in the total recreation complex of the nation.

Green Belts
A Green Belt has been defined as ". . .an area of land, near
to and sometimes surrounding a town, which is kept open by permanent
and severe restriction on building...." (4).
to limit the expansion of a town;
merging;

Their purposes are usually

to act as a buffer to stop towns

and to preserve the special character of a town.
The first established Green Belt in Britain was that of London

as a result of the "Green Belt (London and Home Counties) Act," 1938The concept was incorporated into the Town and Country Planning Act,
1 9 4 7 , and in the case of London in the 1944 Greater London Plan.

This

allowed for a belt around the Metropolis of six to ten miles in width.
The planning of a belt implies strict control, prohibiting new
buildings in the zone, except for gaps in villages and buildings asso
ciated with agriculture.

It also encourages decentralization of towns.
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a particularly important feature In the crowded South East.
The use of green "belts by the public is no more guaranteed than
elsewhere, and the value of such a zone is that it preserves countryside
per se. Naturally, such areas will be used by the townsmen under the
normal processes of access.

However, much could be done to aid their

development for recreation by legislation along the lines of the Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty, or by the outri^t purchasing of tracts
for public parkland or recreation areas.

We have seen in the last

chapter that transport is hampered by poor traffic conditions.

Re

creation areas adjacent to towns could be excellent for the provision
of facilities for day and weekend use, and would relieve pressures on
other areas, and on the overcrowded transport system.
At present the Green Belts are anachronistic, in that they have
not succeeded in maintaining open land.

Against the planners' intentions,

golf courses, airports, cemeteries, etc., have been made.

The real

country atmosphere often has not been preserved, and the needs of the
city dwelling recreation seeker have not been met (106, p. 3 0 ).
An interesting modification of the Green Belt idea is evidenced
by the case of Stevenage, a "New Town" in Hertfordshire.

Kiis town,

built since the last war, includes some areas of woodlands within its
boundaries.

These are officially managed, in conjunction with aid from

the Forestry Commission, to preserve a vital visual amenity amidst the
housing areas, as well as their being productive.

At present, access

is restricted to rides and a network of footpath and cycleway systems
(76).

Such a system of woodlands could be of very great value in the

future and be able to provide urban-oriented outdoor recreation, such
as campsites, picnic areas and other recreation facilities (106).
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Commons
Commons in Britain date from a period prior to the Inclosuree
Acts and represent "

. . a last reserve of uncommitted land in England

and Wales, and ought to he preserved in the public interest...." (6).
Commons are usually privately (or corporately) owned and vaiy
in size from that of a village green to the New Forest, with 4^,000
acres.

The total acreage amounts to about 1.5 million acres, or four

percent of the total land area.
Usually certain persons have rights, such as pasturage, fuelgathering, etc., and such rights pertain to property.

For example, a

certain cottage may allow its tenant or owner the r i ^ t to graze 20
sheep.

Commons are open to the public and form large recreation areas.

However, their development for recreation is not possible due to the
corporate ownership, and the innumerable laws pertaining to each area.
Like the Green Belts, commons are largely anachronistic, and
meet the needs of neither the commoners nor the general public

at all

efficiently.

Private Land
The majority of Britain lies in the hands of private owners.
Such is the complexity of this ownership and the factors related to
it, that it is outside the scope of the present work except where it
relates to previously mentioned categories.

CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS, AND POSSIBLE APPLICABILIK OF

U. S. FRACnCES TO BRITISH OONDIT330NS
In Part One we saw what developments for recreation had been
made in forest areas in the United States, at both the administrative
and the field levels.

The factors affecting the type of developments

were discussed, together with the role such developments played.

In

Peurt Two we reviewed the present situation in Chreat Britain, and dis?
I

cussed the various factors idilch might affect the direct applicabilily
of the American practices to British conditions.

K

tK
t
Î
f

In general, the on-site facilities provided for recreation in
forest areas in the United States are suitable for application in
Britain.

We saw how similar the trends are in recreation in each of

r

t

the two countries and how the forest i^creatlon resources are put to
similar pressures.

However, the cultural, social and economic differences

:

outlined in Chapter Three indicate that direct application might not be

^

feasible, desirable, or in the best interests of the nation, and W)dification of many of the practices might be necessaiy.

k

The absence of intensive recreational use and the provision of
recreational facilities in Britain might be seen as advantageous to the
resource manager.

With little traditional public use of forests by

large numbers of recreationists, a fair measure of latitude is possible.
In the present somewhat unclear future of outdoor recreation in British
forests,'” . . . the only probability is that the facilities furnished
by the foresters can have considerable influence on future demand, be-

irr
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cause experience has a good deal to do with creating taste...." (4$,
p. 4 3 9 )'

The British public, as we discussed earlier, is largely un

acquainted with European or American standards of tourism and tourist
facilities.

Consequently, within the limits bounded by outrageous

taste, the recreation manager has a fairly free hand at imposing dif
ferent levels of recreational activity.

In a position such as this,

an abundsuice of enlightened good taste is needed, together with a
knowledge well tuned to the cultural, social and economic realities
of the society.
Let us review some of the developments in American forests,
and by relating them to the factors previously discussed, attempt to
determine what is suitable and what m i ^ t be modified to suit the
recreation needs in Britain.

1 ).

Campgrounds and Picnic Areas

The basic planning concept in American campsites, namely the
"camping unit" based on the needs of a single family group would pro
bably be an unsuitable development for most British areas.

Firstly,

it limits the capacity of an area to a strict figure, and is inflexible
to changes.

In Britain the "carrying capacity" of most campsites is

limited by cultural rather than ecological factors.

The humid climate

provides lush grass growth, so that over-use is not as great a problem
as in arid areas.

Secondly, the construction of such units is expensive.

If the public is to pay for facilities at camp areas, provision against
inclement weather might be more welcome.

As in America, the attendance

throughout the year is subject to great fluctuation, so that provision
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of units for the average number of users would, be unsatisfactory in
many respects.
Site Layout
The principles of site layout, on the other hand, might be
directly applicable.

Methods of spreading the load at picnic areas

and campsites by easy access to all parts, and the zoning of fragile
and unique parts such as stream-sides and lake fronts against overuse
could be copied profitably.

Demarcation of "camping areas" which hold

a varying number of users would meet the requirements of good manage
ment and the hyper-sensitive consciousness of appearances on the part
of the British public.

The stereotyped loop and parking-spur arrange

ment found at most sites in the United States could thus be easily
avoided.
Due to the smallness of the landscape and the general crowded
ness of the country as a whole, a greater density of users per unit
area than in America is both desirable and accepted.

So that a camp

site or picnic site fits the landscape, its overall size should be
limited, depending of course on the topography.
Design Characteristics
Such is the variability of the British landscape that large
differences in land use practices and building materials are an integral
part of the enjoyment of travel.

To preserve the regionality charac

teristic of land use throughout the country, developments for recre
ation should closely reflect the locality in both styling and
materials. A woodland environment virtually demands intimate treatment,
with little intrusion by man-made artifacts.

Open, blustery moorscapes
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might benefit from a more harsh treatment, with stone buildings, and
wide vista camping areas.

The types of vegetation cover will depend

largely on that existing naturally.

However, artificial planting could

do much to improve both the appearance and the functioning of the site.
The tree cover so predominant and carefully maintained for its shade
at many campsites in the U. S. would be of less value for its shade
than for the privacy and shelter from wind in Britain, where the cold,
damp climate makes people prefer sunny locations.
Planning of these areas demands intimate knowledge and appreci
ation of the landscape, and the way of life.

Nation-wide standards are

useful to the extent that the public's health and comfort is maintained,
but they are only a background to the job of planning.

Appreciation of

a harmonious landscape is a national characteristic. The planned hap
hazardness of the pastoral scene, so carefully cultivated by the
eighteenth century landscape architects, is still cherished, and
standardized elements, be they camp units, sign-posts or litter-bins
have as much relevance as would a fun fair in the middle of the Grand
Canyon.
Facilities Provided
If we concede the above characteristics, what facilities should
be provided?

We saw that the limited investigations carried out into

the requested facilities pointed to rather spartan requirements, and a
self-reliant approach on the part of the British camper.

Tables, fire

places, electrical outlets and the like were thought unnecessary.

On

the other hand, toilets, drinking water and litter bins are probably
essential at all but the most primitive campsites.

Communal facilities

such as showers, a shop and naturalist information would increase the
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convenience of the users and be generally appreciated.
The increasing numbers of trailers and "dormobiles" indicate a
trend towards the more mechanized camping habits seen in the United
States.

Except for established trailer villages, provision of the

"hook-ups" - water, electricity and sewage is probably too expensive £i
luxury at present.

Provision of sanitary stations of the U. S. type

would be sufficient, and would probably be the only facility additionel
to a normal tent campsite.

Extra screening from the surrounding country

side might also be necessary, due to the public's dislike of trailers
per se.
Interpretation
Interpretation by both the Forestry Commission and the National
Parks Commission is still in its infancy.

Either could expand towards

the highly professional information and entertainment program of the
U. S. National Park

Service, with their provision of museums, nature

walks, slide-shows, etc., or at the other extreme they could provide
no facilities at all.

Experimentation with the sort of facilities most

appreciated is necessary, since there is little tradition of this type
of service.

However, our present knowledge of the British dislike of

patronizing officialdom and limited public budgets both point to infoimal,
small-scale facilities along the lines of local naturalist guide-books,
nature trails and some displays.
Fees
Fees for the use of campsites have increased recently at
Forestry Commission areas in the hope of meeting the cost of establish
ment and maintenance.

The state forests do not yet operate at a profit,

so it is perhaps unreasonable to expect recreation facilities at areas.
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to be subsidized greatly.

So long as the facilities at areas remain

relatively modest, the policy to cover the cost by fees is permissible.
However, the tradition of cheap or free camping might prevent people
from wishing to pay an economic price if facilities became more elaborate.
(a condition obtained now at some American state parks.)
üypes of Campground
As in the United States, the requirements of different types cf
area are varied.

At present, the Forestry Commission seems to have con

centrated on destination - type campsites, with conveniences such as
drying-rooms, showers and wet-weather shelters.

There appears to be no

primitive campgrounds, unless one considers the whole open countryside

as one large camping area,

(in mountainous regions, camping by the

roadside or anywhere is very common with members of the walking and
climbing fraternities.)

If some trails systems (see below) were de

veloped, campsites and shelters similar to those found in the U. S.
national parks backcountry would seem appropriate in the state forests.
At present the position of the person who hikes to the more remote
parts of the state forests and who camps is somewhat unclear.
The important place of tourism, both domestic and foreign,
points to the need to establish campsites of the overnight variety on
many of the tourist routes throughout the country.

Such sites need to

be geared to motorists, with easy road access, hardened sites, and com
munal facilities including showers, laundromats, and even a restaurant.
Location of this type of site might be particularly valuable near
towns frequented by tourists, similar to the municipal campsites found
in Europe and notably absent at present in Britain.
Due to the difficulties of parking travel trailers, a more
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positive approach is necessary to trailer campsites over the whole
country, and particularly in the national parks.

This topic will he

further discussed in the next section.
The provision of group campsites along the lines of those of
the U. S. Forest Service would probably be of value to youth organi
zations such as the Boy Scouts.

Use of ordinary public campsites or

parts of such sites is generally undesirable, and not geared to the
organizations' needs.

2).

Trailer Villages

The large permanent resort-type trailer sites that exist in
many seaside areas are obviously outside the scope of this thesis.

What

we must consider is whether the sophisticated trailer villages now seen
in some of the American national, parks, state parks, and forests are
suitable to the equivalent areas in Britain.
As in America, it is good planning to separate tents from
trailers since the latter somewhat destroy a rural setting, and their
needs are different.

In addition, the public's reaction to such sites

is far from favorable, and the trailer sites need to be well-screened
and away from outstanding scenery.
As with tent campsites, the facilities available will depend on
the type of site - whether it is a destination (recreation) site, or
an overnight transit site.

The former would need to be more spaceous

and elaborate, with hookups to individual trailers. The latter type
could be geared to a higher turnover of users, and sited on tourist
routes, and need not have such extensive recreational facilities.
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If trailer villages are to be built on Forestry Commission land
or in national parks, design characteristics should be established ‘ty
the authorities concerned, with consultation with trailer organizations,
so that a precedent for high standards can be created.

Under the present

conditions. It Is probably desirable that such developments be con
structed and run by concessionaires.

3).

Other Areas

Because the following classes of recreation area are not di
rectly related to forest lands, we shall discuss them more briefly than
the two categories covered above.

1.

Water Areas.
As In the United States, the British have a great fascination

for water, reflected by Increasing numbers of sailors, fishermen and
other recreational water users.
Much of the activity Is accommodated around the coastline, but
Inland water areas are being used Increasingly.

This Is especially

true of old gravel pits, which when flooded, provide good sailing lakes.
The water areas associated with public forest lands do not
appear to be used as fully as the demands Indicate.

Very often mountain

lakes are not easily accessible, or reservoirs used for water supplies
are strictly zoned against other uses.

It may well be that the additional

cost of purifying this water If recreational use were allowed might be
easily recouped In user fees.
The concepts of zoning developed in America for different uses
on the same lake or river, should be easily applicable to the British
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scene.
Swimming in many mountain lakes might be limited by low water
temperatures, and the exclusion of power boats on municipal water
reservoirs might be necessary in order to prevent oil pollution.
However, sailing, boating and fishing deserve consideration as com
patible uses of reservoirs.
Under the present situation, optimum fishing is nowhere near
achieved for a large proportion of the country's estimated three
million fishermen.

To provide equable fishing opportunities for this

large population the riparian laws which give land owners sole right
to fishing and navigation on waters on their lands would have to be
changed, and a governmental body responsible for fish and wildlife
control be set up.
The trend towards provision of small boat launching facilities
and American-style marinas is already seen at many areas on the coast.
With the greater use of inland areas, we should expect a similar situ
ation in these areas (l6, p. 44).

In the past, boating has been a

relatively inexpensive activity, largely unhampered by regulations or
burdened by taxes, licensing systems and the like.

If we account for

a possibly greater independence of attitude amongst British recreationists,
we might conclude that facilities rather less sumptuous and costly than
those in America might be required.

It is an unfortunate tendency that

when opportunities are liberalized, that is, made available for a
greater section of society, the general price level rises.

This is,

perhaps, the cost of greater flexibility to the needs of a nation.
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2.

Winter Sports Areas
The massive increase in the nujnter of skiers in Britain reflects

a development of European tastes.

The suitability of ai-eas in Britairi

for skiing is limited by a moist, maritime climate and topography.
Few areas are sufficiently removed from the sea or high enough to pro
vide reliable conditions, and those that have been developed are all
in the far north of England or in Scotland.
In considering suitable developments for these areas, we should
remember that the traditional European ski areas, Horway and Switzerland,
offer perhaps the world's best conditions, and are only five to eight
hundred miles away.

Thus, skiing opportunities in Britain should rely

on convenient, but cheap facilities.
The needs of all ski areas are similar.
some type of lift are a first requirement.

Cleared slopes, with

Under British conditions,

the less expensive rope and T-bar type of lifts are probably more
appropriate than chair lifts or gondolas. Ski lodges and accommodation
would probably be self-supporting, and would benefit from summer trade.
We might conclude that facilities along the lines of ski areas
in the eastern states might be most appropriate.

3.

Wilderness Areas
Britain lacks areas of wilderness in the American sense of the

word.

However, there are some areas of limited extent - ten to fifteen

miles across on which there are no roads and few signs of human use.
With the declining hill sheep industry, it could be feasible to
zone such areas as wilderness, many of which fall in existing national
parks, and restrict all commercial use, motorized access, etc.

How-
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ever, it is likely that the present situation is acceptable to the hil1
walker, climber and camper, and the extent that it is possible in such
a crowded country, a wilderness experience is obtained currently.
The concept of "micro-wilderness" described in Chapter Two
might be more applicable, and could be associated with the Nature Re
serve type of use.

Probably the biggest problem would be that of limiting

the number permitted access, although people would quite readily accept
strict regulations regarding use.

If associated with national parks,

micro-wilderness could play a valuable part in the recreational and
educational role of these areas.

4.

Parkways and Trails
As stated previously, there is probably a real need for park

ways and scenic roads in both the national parks and the Forestry Com
mission areas.

It is not likely that roads of the type seen in the

States, with large easements for thousands of feet on either- side, are
possible.

However, roads could be specifically constructed or zoned so

that they accommodated the needs of the tourist.
The present exclusion of wheeled vehicles from Forestry Com
mission roads is probably correct in the more crowded parts of the country,
and in small forests.

But in mary of the larger forests, access to scenic

areas on a few roads developed to accommodate light traffic would do
much to mitigate the complaint that the state forests are countryside,
quite cut off from the public.
The administrative process for obtaining rights of way for hiking
trails obviously needs speeding up.

The Pennine Way trail took 15 years

to negotiate, and it seems unlikely tiiat the trails planned will be
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obtained any more quickly.
The provision of trails similar to those in the U. S. national
parks backcountry would be of great value in the British forest and
park areas, especially if linked to form a network with the Long Dis
tance Routes.

The provision of primitive campsites and other accom

modations would be necessary, together with facilities for pony-trekking.
Use of this type of facility would most closely approximate the wilder
ness visits possible in the United States.
The provision of Nature Trails depends largely on the approaches
to interpretation held by the resource manager.

Tliey are a relatively

inexpensive facility which could be provided in conjunction with picnic
sites and campgrounds, and if an administration were toying with the
idea of more elaborate interpretive facilities, they would provide a
valuable pioneer type of project.

5•

Recreation Residences
The present situation was made clear in Chapter Four regarding

the leasing of sites or cottages on forest land.

We saw that planning

regulations restrict this type of development, especially in national
park areas.

The current low levels of public use of forest areas

might tempt us into leasing of land for private developments, especially
since they would be profitable.

However, the present situation in the

United States should act as a warning that a greater public good might
be obtained by maintaining areas for the general public to use.

Also,

in a country as crowded as Britain, the maintenance of countryside
free from buildings is probably essential to the provision of a meaning
ful recreation experience.
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SUMMAEY
In general, the developments for recreation adopted in forest
areas in the United States are applicable to Britain.

Their applicability

necessarily centers on social, cultural and other differences which dis
tinguish the two nations.
With the present available information, there are strong in
dications that the recreation needs in Britain will mirror those which
have occurred in recent decades in the United States.

The need for re

search into recreation needs, future trends, and the methods of meeting
these needs is obvious. The various governmental land resource authori
ties are in a position to effect such research and planning.

In an age

of rapidly changing technologies and social patterns, research and
planning are essential forms of insurance against future misallocation
of a nation's resources.
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APPENDIX 1

Glossary

“Blacktop.”

(us) - Road Metalling, Tarmacadam.

“Campurbia.” (US) - Campsites in vt-ich natnral setting is not apparent;
user-oriented campsites. Usually crowded.
“Caravan.“ (Eng.) - Travel trail.er, house trailer.
“Dormobile.“ (Eng.) - Van (Micro-bus) specially adapted for camping in.
“Dude.“

(us) - Guest at

a ranch or on a pack trip;

an easterner.

“Kiosk.” (Eng.) - Booth, usually of light construction, for retailing
of refreshments.

“Litter-bin.” (Eng.) - Garbage can.
“Pick-up Camper.“ (US) - Light truck with prefabricated unit designed
for camping attached to tody.
“Ranger.” (US) - Forest Service or National lark Service officer.
"Recreationist." - Individual participating in outdoor recreation.
“Rest Room.” (US) - Toilet, lavatory.
"Sanitary Station.” (US) - Unit for the disposal of sewage, usually
at campsites.
"Trailer Vi11 age, Park.“ (US) - Site designed for trailers (caravans)
usually non-residential.
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APPENDIX 2
Experience Levels in Camping
Recreation experience
for people

Level

Modification of
sites

Provides a forest environ
ment not appreciably modified
from the natural. Maximum
opportunity at development
sites for experiencing soli
tude, testing skills, and
compensating for the routines
of daily living. User senses
little regimentation. The
feeling of accomplishment as
sociated with physical exertion
is a key sensation at this level.

Site modification kept to
minimum. Rustic theme fol
lowed in design of improve
ments. Controls and regi
mentation held to a minimum
and kept subtle. Use of
synthetic materials avoided.
No motorized access provided.
Family unit spacing extended
to minimize contacts with
others.

Provides the same forest en
vironment and same opportuni
ties to satisfy most of the
basic needs of the user to the
same intensity as level 1 .
The sense of achievement as
sociated with physical exer
tion. However, is less im
portant to the user at this
level than at level 1 .

Same site modification, im
provement designs, and ma
terials used as at level 1 .
Motorized access to site may
be either auto, bus, air,
scooter, or other. Surfacing
usually limited to use of
native materials on roads.

Provides a forest environment
moderately modified from the
natural. A blending of oppor
tunity both to socialize and
to find a degree of solitude
is important. User is most
comfortable when he senses
that controls and regimenta
tion have, to some degree,
been provided for his safety
and well-being.

Site modification moderate.
Contemporary-rustic design
of improvements. Natural
materials mostly used. Road
surfacing may be asphalt.
Designs based on use of wood
Spacing between family units
about 1 0 0 '.

3

Provides a forest environment
which is pleasing and attrac
tive but not necessarily
natural. Opportunity for true
4
solitude is not desired by user.
Socializing with others a very
important part of the experience.
Desire to test outdoor skills mostly
limited to the camping experience
itself.
(contd.)
13 6

Site heavily modified. Ex
tensive surfacing of roads,
trails, and living areas.
Architecture may be contem
porary. Traffic controls and
regimentation obvious to user.
Spacing of family units may be
closer than at level 3 « Plant
species used are native to the
environment. Artificial.

APPENDIX 2 - Continued
Experience Levels in Camping
Recreation experience
for people

Level

Modification of
sites

User comforts are impor
tant. Experience level
provides a contrast to
daily living but to a
lesser degree than at
levels 1 -3 .

screening and shading may
be used.

Provides a forest environ
ment which is pleasing and
attractive to the beginning
camper. Opportunity to
socialize with others very
important. Needs relating
to compensating experiences
and to solitude still present
but important to a lesser de
gree than at levels 1-4. Im
portant that it be obvious to
user that he is in safe situ
ation where he will not be
called upon to skills undeveloped
as yet.

Site heavily modified.
Synthetic materials com
monly used. Large areas
surfaced to withstand heavy
use. Close spacing of
family units. Grass seeding
and watering of site to
increase capacity for use.
Plant materials foreign to
the environment may be used.

Pi*om Forest Service ^nual
June 1965
23l4.2--2
R-6 Supplement No. 135
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APPËKDIX 3
Camp and Picnic Site
Development Standards for Four
Recreation Authorities
N.P.S.

Item

Forest
Service

No. Camping Units
per Usable Acre

California
State Parks

2 .5 - k

No. Picnic Units
per Usable Acre

10 - 15

Minimum desirable
size of campgrounds

90 - 120
units

Minimum desirable
size of picnic
sites

90 - 120
units
(6-12 acres)

10 Units
(3 acres)

Oregon
State Park

7*5

10 - 35

1 0 - 15

100 - 200
units

100 - 200
units

300 feet

300 feet

Toilets. No. of
sites per fixture
(approx.)

MaxiMsa distance
from toilet to any
unit

300 feet

300 - 500
feet

Water Supply.
No. of units per
hydrant
(Camp)
(Picnic)

Maximum distance
frcmi hydrant to
any unit
^Source:

4

4-5

10

300 feet

150 feet

Date from National ftiik Service
Forest Service
California State Bark Department
Oregon State Highway Commission
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APPENDIX k
Area and Spacing per Site for Various
Densities of Sites in
Camp or Picnic
Area

Area per Site
(Sq. feet)

Side length of
Square Site
(feet)

1

43,560

209

2

2 1 ,7 8 0

148

3

14,520

121

4

1 0 ,8 9 0

104

5

8 ,7 1 2

93

6

7 ,2 6 0

85

10

4,356

66

15

2 ,5 7 1

51

20

2 ,1 7 8

47

No. Sites
per Acre

Note;

This table gives the size of camp or picnic sites for
various numbers per acre, assuming site of equal size and
square in layout.

Thus the side length of the site area

gives the approximate spacing, center-to-center, that
could be expected.

Interspersion of usable by non-usable

land would increase the spacing.

Roads would account for

10 - 2056 of the area devoted to each site, depending on
number of sites per acre, road-width and lay-out.
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APPENDIX 5
Cost of Development of Camp and
Picnic Sites in the United States*
Cost**
Item
Table & bench unit
wood
wood and concrete
Fireplace
iron and concrete
barbecue type

îfex.

$

MLn.

48
70

$

25
^0

25

35
25

Barriers
wood (per foot)
kerbing on asphalt
(per foot)
Site preparation
(per acre)

log fixed to concrete post

500

Plants for screening
(per plant)
Garbage cans
normal
bear proof
Sanitary dumping
Station

Notes

TO

variation due to terrain
and access

1

10
40

substantial stands necessary
includes loop road, tanks,
signs

1,500

Toilets
(per seat) pit

500

250

Comfort Station

22,000

10,000

Signs (each)

Cost depends on facilities
provided. (Usually 3
toilets, 3 basins/sex.)
May include showers and
laundry.
$1 .7 5 per site

(continued)
(-) denotes no data available

**"Includes installation costs

*Source; National Park Service, Bureau of Reclamation
Oregon State Parks Commission, Mcntana State Parks
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APPENDIX 5 - continued
Cost of Development of Camp and
Picnic Sites in the United States
Cost
Item
Utility hook-ups
(per site)
(water, electricity,
sewage)
Trailer power
hook-up
(per site)

Min.

Max.

$ 1,000

$

-

may include hard-top

includes meter

250

Reading (blacktop)
(per mile)

35,000

5,000

Trails - per mile
(dirt-covered)
(asphalt)
(wood walks)

1 ,8 0 0
2 3 ,0 0 0
3 1 ,0 0 0

3,000

2,000
3,000

800
2 ,0 0 0

Outlay per camp unit
No utility hook-ups
With utility hook-ups

Notes

600

l4l

cost depends largely
on terrain

3 -^ ft. width
6 ft. width

cost depends on size
of campground, location,
topography, etc.

APPENDIX 6

Fees Charged for Camp and Picnic Areas^

Facility

Camping
Car with tent/night
Car with trailer/night
Trailer Village (with
utilities)

Forest
Service

N,P.8.

California
State Peurks

Oÿpe ïÿpe oype
A
B
C
free or $0^ $2 1.50 1.00
free or 50^
J‘ ___
$2 .5 0

$1.75

Group Camping
Per person/day

$0 .5 0

Picnicking
Per vehicle

free or 50/

Group Picnicking
Per person

Season Ticket

For All
Federal Areas

X

approx.

.5 0

1 0 / Adults:$0 .2 5
Youths :$0.10

None

Land and .Water Conservation Fund Sticker:
$7 per car.

l42

$1.00
1 •50
1 .5 0

.2 5

$2 per
$2 per
Nat.Park Nat. Forest

X denotes charge included in entrance fee.
2see Table. 3 for explanation.
^Source: Various authorities' publications.

Oregon
State
Dsorks

free

free

None

APPENDIX 7

DESIGN OF RECREATION FACILITIES IN THE UNITED STATES^

Below is given the design details of some of the on-site faci
lities commonly found at campsites and other outdoor recreation areas
in the United States.

As in other sections of this thesis, the in

formation relates to the National Park Service, the Forest Service, and
the parks systems of Oregon and California.

Materials and Colors
Seldom are any materials or colors absolutely banned from use,
although their applicability depends largely on the siting and the
function intended.

For example, wooden construction is generally more

suitable in a forest environment, whereas stone, concrete and even as
bestos might be more suitable on the sea-shore or in a desert area.
All authorities under consideration have preferences for subdued and
pastel colors, with browns and greens the most popular.

The Forest

Service bans bright colors, and considers stains preferable to paints.
In many cases, stains can be easily incorporated into wood preservatives,
and their dual treatment is an economic saving.

With the greater ac

ceptability of modern designs and techniques, the previously rigid
regulations are becoming more flexible.

Details of Facilities Provided
The style, materials, colors, etc., of facilities provided by
different authorities vary.

Below are given descriptions of some of

^The information in this Appendix relates to Chapter Two.
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APPENDIX T - continued
the more common.
Tables
The tahle-hench combination is almost symbolic of recreation
developments in American forests.

Unless available, few Americans would

consider an area developed at all, and many would take exception to sit
ting on the ground to picnic.

The number of designs is very large, but

they are all of the same basic styling (see photo 4) - that is a table
6-10 feet long with bench seats either side.
construction;
wood.

Often they are of all-wood

others are concrete, or concrete and wood, or metal and

The stouter types are generally unmoveable, and hence their

siting is important.

Mcveable tables are of lighter construction,

cheaper, and permit the user to arrange his site to meet his own require
ments - e.g. put the table in the shade on a hot day.

Conversely, move-

able tables are more subject to vandalism, such as burning over the fire
place, or even total removal'.
Fireplaces
The main function of a fireplace is to contain a fire, both to
prevent its spreading, and to avoid multiple scarring of the ground, by
successive users.

Oypes provided vaiy enormously, from a simple circle

of stones at a primitive site, to elaborate stone, cement and iron
cooking-ranges at group picnic sites.

The "type most common at family

picnic and camp units is a metal grill anchored on a concrete base
(see photo 4).
No matter what type is provided, none is ideal and each has its
band of champions and antagonists.

For cooking, many of the fixed-grill
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types are too h i^, so that a veritable bonfire is necessary in order
to boil a kettle.

A type coming into favor with many authorities and

users is a hinged or "flip-top" cast iron fireplace on a concrete base.
A wide range of temperatures is possible, a good draught encouraged,
and it can be hinged up to give space for a warming fire

(see photo 7 )

Another form of fireplace that is gaining in popularity is the
barbecue type,

This consists of a fire-box and grill situated about

three feet from the ground on an iron post.

It can be turned into the

wind, and is at a hei^it that obviates bending down to cook.

Its popu

larity is due to the prior familiarity of large numbers of suburban
dwellers, for*whom barbecuing steak on the patio is a popular pastime.
With the recreation site administrators it owes its appeal to its
small consumption of wood, its ability to use charcoal (carried by
many users), and its decreased risk of spreading fire or ashes (see
photo 8 ).
Fuel
Both the Forest Service and the National Park Service supply
firewood at most camp and picnic sites.

Where in short supply, the

Park Service may request concessionaires to sell it.

In the California

State Parks it is sold in bundles.
In the national parks, wood must often be brought in consider
able distances, since it is generally the Service*s policy not to cut
timber within the parks.

To cut costs, encourage users to be sparing,

and to prevent wholesale removal of logs in car trunks, the wood is
usually supplied in large logs, for the user to split for himself.
1^5

APPENDIX 7 - continued
Electric Cooking Facilities
An alternative to cooking on open fires is the provision by
some state park services of electric hot-plates, operated on the dimein-the-slot basis.

These are probably a gratefully received addition

in group picnic sites, where cooking is probably of greater importance
than the "play" aspect of campfires (see Photo 6).
Toilets
Toilets were perhaps the first "amenities" provided at recre
ation areas.

Even before the last war they were considered an essential,

if not the most important development in national parks'. (96).

Since

those days they have faded into the background and are euphemistically
called "rest rooms" and "comfort stations."
At all public areas, the design of sanitary facilities must be
up to standards set by the U. S. Public Health Service.

These specify

standards of cleanliness, ventilation, etc.
The type of toilet provided depends largely on the number of
people to be accommodated, and the accessibility of the location.
Remote, trailside campsites usually have chemical toilets, and serve
both sexes.

Less remote areas may have either chemical or pit toilets.

The pits need servicing at least once a season and are of concrete or
steel construction.
The trend in all areas is to provide flush toilets, both to
meet a more demanding public, and to limit long-term maintenance and
operating costs.

The situating of multiple facilities under one roof

lowers the per-item cost, and limits the number of buildings at a
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recreation area.

Consequently, we find at the most highly-developed

areas "utilily buildings", with toilets, hand-basins, and hot showers
for each sex, together with common laundry facilities, and even coinin-the-slot automatic washing machines.

Such facilities greatly help

people on an extended camping vacation, especially those with children
(see photo 9)•
So far, it has been National Park Service and Forest Service
policy not to provide hot showers or laundry facilities or even hot
water at federal expense, even though these could be operated on a
paying system.

'Where thought necessary, concessionaires have been

permitted to operate them, usually with other facilities such as shops,
restaurants, etc.

A charge of 50^

for each is commonplace.

These

attitudes towards encouraging spartanism in the traveling public might
change, especially since hot water, showers, and laundry facilities
are provided at many state parks.
Numbers of facilities and their distribution are given in
Appendix 3Sanitary Stations
"Sanitary stations" is the term applied to the facilities for
disposal of the toilet wastes from trailers and pick-up campers.
Usually they consist of a concrete apron over a cesspit or drain, and
flexible hose for flushing the trailer's system and the apron.

Usually

the drain has a cover.
Provision of a sanitary station at a campground permits the
use by trailers and campers, which, as we have seen are increasing in
1^7
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numbers each season.

It provides a veiy economical alternative to the

installation of sewer hook-ups at the camping units, and for most
users is an acceptable means of waste disposal.

t

Unless provided there

is a danger that campers may dispose of waste on the ground, and pro
duce veiy unsanitary conditions.

I

Garbage Cans
Garbage cans are provided even at the most remote camp and picnic
areas.

They are seen as a necessary evil, and increasingly so, due to

the growing trend for food and other material to be wrapped in large
quantities of paper, tinfoil, and plastic.
The two federal services encourage campers to b u m whatever is
burnable, but even so, large quantities of trash are produced.

Emptying

of garbage cans is an expensive item, especially in the more remote
areas.
Usually, garbage cans are situated within I 50 feet of ai%r
unit, near the road (to facilitate easy servicing).

Despite this in

dulgence in the public, removal of litter from the whole area is an un
fortunate necessity.

The grey squirrel who could once cross from

Atlantic to Pacific jumping from tree to tree could now perform this
feat by jumping from beer-can to beer-can.
Water Taps
Usually potable water is freely available at all sites.
distribution of water taps at sites has been discussed above.

G3ie
Hiey are

situated on wooden or concrete posts, and often associated with soak-aways
or waste-water drains.

Due to heavy use and splashed water, the Immediate
IkQ
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neighborhood of taps is usually graveled or surfaced.
Roads
The purpose and layout of roads have been discussed above.
Suffice it to say here that the more heavily an area is used, the more
its roads take on the appearance of public highways.

Not only do they

become wider (12 feet and 20 feet width for single and two-way roads
respectively), but their surface needs hardening.

Although most

authorities prefer to design facilities which blend in with the scenery,
expensive paving with bituminous asphalt is considered necessary to
prevent dust and expensive maintenance.
With the increase in the size and numbers of trailers, the
grade and radius of curves must be kept within strict limits.
these are 10 percent and

50

Usually

feet respectively.

Barriers
Barriers are to prevent wheeled transport from leaving the
paved roads and parking places are seen as necessary for the preservation
of vegetation, especial!y in heavily used areas.

Natural features, such

as rocks, trees and stumps are used wherever possible, but usually
supplemented by artificial ones.

Barriers include wooden and concrete

posts, wooden logs anchored on posts, concrete or stone kerbing, and
other combinations.

If too many of a single type are used, the area

may resemble a grave-yard (see photo 10).

If obvious, (and the Forest

Service is often most guilty on this count), it would seem that the
concept of freedom is diminished.

For this reason, the utilization

of ditches, fallen trees and road kerbing merits greater investigation.
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Screening, and Other Vegetation Treatment
Where vegetation at camp and picnic sites is lacking or insuffi
cient for adequate screening between units, many authorities supplement
it by planting.

ly decreasing the foot-traffic between units, the

California Barks Service find that planted vegetation retards the de
terioration of the site (20).

Both they and the Oregon State Parks

Service like to have such vegetation established before the opening of
an area.

To encourage plant growth, and to protect plants in their

early years, wooden fencing is often used either side of these vege
tation barriers, and are kept in place for about five years.
An indication of the public's desire for privacy is the
erection of canvas screens by campers at sites where vegetation is
lacking.
In heavily used areas, grass is often sown, and regularly
watered.

Some park planners have gone so far as to include water-

sprinklers in the design of camp and picnic grounds.
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Approximate Campsite Standards for Two
Forestry Commission Campsites 1

No. of Tents and/or
caravans per usable
acre.

50

No. of garbage cans
per acre.

7 - 8

No. of water taps
per acre.

l/ 3 - l/2

No..of sites per
toilet fixture.

6 -9

Source: Data obtained by analysis of Forestry
Commission information on 3 campsites.
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APPENDIX 9

Area and Population of the Ten National Parks
In Great Britain?

Park and date of establishment

Area in sq. miles

Peak District (1951)
Lake District (1951)
Snowdonia (1951]
Dartmoor (1951)
Pembrokeshire Coast (19$2)
North York Moors (1952)
Yorkshire Dales (1954)
Exmoor (1954)
Northumberland (1956)
Brecon Beacons (1957)

Estimated population

$42
866
84$
36$
22$
553
68o
26$
398
515

43,$00
44,000
30,000
28,$00
22,200
23,000
19,300
l4,400
2,$00
31,700

$,2$4

2$9,100

Totals for England and Wales

$8,020

4$,7$$,000

Totals for Great Britain

87,812

$2,700,000

All National Parks

^Source: H. 0. Darby, 1961, p. 27
The National Parks Act does not apply to Scotland, except for Part
Three which relates to Nature Conservancy.
no National Parks in Scotland.
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Consei^uently, there are

3

National Forest
National Park
National Recreation Area

Map of the United States. National Forests, National Parks, and National Recreation Areas

APPENDIX 11
I»iap of England and Wales
National Parks, Associated Establishments,
and Major Population Centers
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